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ABSTRACT 
,J 
Waldemar~aure, M.S., Lehigh·University, October 1967. 
\ 
'< 
-
~ S
1
ingle-1'1achine Schedlll-1_.ng Problem in the ·Box 
Container Industry. 
I I A• 
'I , '\: 
l 
. ~ The; single-machine scheduling problem for a box container 
~ 
plant is defined. The problem is to assign orders· to a print-·-· 
ing press, which can be formulated in a linear programming 
framework. T~e resulting matrix, however, is too large for 
any realistic set of data to be computed in a reasonable time 
; 
on a computer. 
· Hence the approach take·n_ is to use suboptimizing · 
:algorithms. Two algorithms are devised and tested with 
simulated data. An efficiency quotient is defined· to evaluate 
the ·resulting production schedules against an ideal, normally 
not attainable schedule. Some of the generated schedules are 
r 
> 
uneconomical in the sense that high producti9.n. cost would be 
inc~rred if implemented. This is due in part to ·a constraint 
placed· upon them., 1'Thich require~ all orders t-o be filled 
\ 
exactly. In actual practice production scheduling is more 
... .flexible, i.e., orders can be over or under shipped. 
---------
-- •• •a 
·•-- ·--·•· •• ------- .. - ••------ •• 
\ 
. 
.· The efficiency quotient of the production schedules devel-
oped by the two algorithms averages· ar_ound O. 97. This result 
· gives cause for optimism, since the underlying view of this 
,. • 1, --
. 
study is t:U·at -future produ.ction scheduli-ng_ sy~tems in the 
induitry_ will be compute,rized systems. 
~: 
,, 
.•' 
,,, 
V 
fl 
--
.Chapter I .. . , 
Il\J"TRODUCT ION 
The topic of this paper deals with a problem o~ the 
container industry. This industry supplies dairies, juice 
producers and other liquid food stuff industries with contain-
ers in which their ·products are delivered. One of·. the major . -i 
problems faced by a container plant is that of scheduling its 
printing pre~ses. Thes~ machines colorpress in a continuous 
process a group of various designs on paper board. Paper 
board is fed into t·he pre·ss fron1 stock rolls and the printed 
cardboard (the col.ors are instantly dry) is ·wound on reels 
for further processing. 
; 
In order to make maximum use of the printing press and 
the subsequent pr.ocessing machines, the. plant prefers to lay 
-
out as many cartons acros·s the_ paper strip as possible. Card-
board is kept in inventory in different widths. As mentioned, 
the printing process is continuous, but is interrupted when 
the schedµled q,uan ti ty for boxes of particular specifications 
• 
has been printed. A so-called "make readyn time is then 
encountered to reset the machine according to the production 
_ -______ .. __________ plan_ for ·a __ g.j.ff ~rent set o! __ orders. Th.ls plan is· ·prepared by °? I jo1· \ • • -- • - - -
- - - -- --- -
.!. 
·' 
the production scheduler. His problem may be put in the 
,. . 
follor1ing terms: ho1-; should a certain number of carton-designs 
\ ,..,;.r· f',. be prin~d on card-board having a specified calipher, discrete 
- . ~ . •;:. : 
width and limitless length in_ a r1ay such as to accomplish one 
. or more Qf the f ollo1iing goals: 
':l 
'·. 
{ 
( 
-· 
l, 
-:-fii· 
•l i. . ~~-
' '" J 
I 
·r. minimize paper wastage, 
2. maximize rate of production, of this 
part of the manufacturing process, 
3 .. minimize1 transition. and printing 
plate costs, 
while taking.into consideration certain constraints (e.g. due I 
I dates for shipment, physical characteristics of the available 
; .. 
machinery) • 
Orientation pf this study 
The· author has had an occasion to study the behavior of 
a production schedule in a box plant east of the 1-Iississippi 
River. 1 ., From this study some knowledge was gained about 
I 
decision rules employed by the hum.an being to solve the problem 
concerned. With this knowledge serving as a key to comprehend 
the intrigues of the problem, algorithms will be developed to 
schedule printing presses. The algorithms will then be pro-
grammed in a common computer language (Fortran IV). 
The idea is not to reproduc'e the human behavior but to 
devise models to automate production .. scheduling. It is 
intended to test schedule a~ arrived at by employing the pro-
'' 
grammed decisio~ rules against ah ideal, usually not attainable, 
_________________ -----~---' _____________ p~oduot1D.n _schedule. -'I'he meri-ts ~f---the----a-l)-:p-r--0a-Gh-es taken- -w-ill 
" ")i 
be rated on ·economic grounds. 
i 
I 
l The study tries to solve an actual problem in a specific 
area. The motivation is to s11ggest models which in conj·unc-
tion with computers can be applied to production scheduling, 
l ic; pr.otect the anonymity. of .the Company. 
·w 
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since- w·i th the development of electronic computing devices 
more and more integrated man-machine systems have been devised. 
This thesis will provide another step to apply these systems 
into the field of decision making. 
Other woik in the area 
. ' Developments of, quantitative anylysis have found wide 
acceptance in the paper making and paper converting industry. 
' As a survey indicates (7) optimizing techniques such as linear ... 
pr~ramming have been ext~nsively applied to the paper trim 
problem (8). Other areai of application include pulpwood 
prqcurement, machine lo·ading, product mix determination and 
,the scheduling of paper mills (4). )) Words such as control-
varia.b.le, sub-optimizations, linear ·1nequali ty, l-lonte Carlo 
techniQue are in the vocabulary of industry men active in 
. 
work to make the paper industry more .. efficient. 
. 
' ~ The problem studied in this p~per seem.: .. ·to be one of a 
large class of scheduling problems 1vhich are characterized by 
f:3- sequence of operations to be perforr:ied. The job shop 
sequencing problem (l) and the assembly line balancing 
problem (1o) are also ~asically of combinations in nature. 
An interesting approach to a scheduling problem in the_ 
corrugated cont~iner industry is offe~ed by reference (11). 
The'author of this paper developed programs to schedule 
... . . corrugators based on heuristic problem solving techniques. 
;.,-: ... 
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Chapter II 
BACKGROUND .AND THE CURRENT 1REAT}1ENT OF THIS PROBLID1 
Paper board, the major.ingredient for box containers, is 
received from paper mills. It is kept as an inventory item in 
I/, 
the container manufacturing plant in large rolls. - Since for 
different box sizes and ~eslgns various ~rades of paper are 
.,,,., 
needed, reels stored vary .in weigh.t from about 10 pounds per 
1 ,ooo square fee·t - for the tissue-paper - up to well over 
200 pounds per 1,000 square feet·- for the heavy card-board 
type paper. 
Ordered ca1"d box~s are specified. among other ,things by 
the type of printing the customer desires. Customers some-
, times furnish the printing plates, ·but usually subcontractors . ' 
supply them to the container industry., With the appropriate 
colors at hand a printing press could· then start to operate. 
Printing is an uninterrupted process. At one end of the 
------
.. 
-printing press, the paper board is unwound from a reel, ~e 
pr1in ting 1··is done in sever al stag es and then the card board is •4 
· wound up at the other end of the machine in large rolls. 
Storing of these rolls serves as a ·buffer effect, to absorb 
~ the temporary· differences in .tha processing time- of printing,·· 
and extruding - the next performed operation. 
The extruder applies a coat of polyethylene to both sides 
of the printed cardboard. A deckling operation can also be 
' 
. performed at this· work station, to • the strength of increase 
the cardboard and herewith the strength of the finished 
, .. .,. .... 
i 
' .. 
'4.,, 
....... 
·d . 
'\ 
,. 
I . 
) 
·, 
container. In a -deckli:q.g operation· a tissue pap'er is com-
bined with the printed cardboard. Immediately after the 
I 
' 
polyethylene has been applied, a tissue paper strip is 
' pressed against the unprinted side of the already coated 
cardboard. The polyethylene glues· both p~per strips into a 
homogeneous unit. A t4ird polyethyle~e layer is then applied \ 
on the tissue paper side, which later vrill be the inside of 
J 
the box container. Extruding·is also a continuous process. 
At one side of the extruder the printed cardboal"tl is unwound 
from the reels, and if deckling is specified, a tissue paper 
" 
is unwound from ree~. The polyethylene coats are applie~ 
,I , 
(·! 
and at the end the cardboard is 1·round in large reels. Storage·· 
of these reels has a smoothing effect on the production line 
between extruder and the latest stage in this line - the cutter. 
In the cutting operation, the shape of the unfolded box 
-
is cut from the printed and folded cardboard. The cardboard 
is fed into the cutter and a reciprocating die-set does the 
cutting and creasing. At the e11d of the machine, workmen 
inspect for rejects and put the cartons on pallets which are 
kept in inventory before shipment to the customer. 
·· · ~~·· The current solution of this pro bl~eIIi~ 
. .. 
In this section ,re will describe how, this problem is I being 
currently treated by the production scheduler. Since we are 
dealing with an actual si tua;tion, some teclmical terms of the 
" container industry will be used, because this will make it, 
easier to state the problem (Appendix A contains a glossary 
·' 
............ ~ •, "' .. .,.\ 
5 ' 
,...._. 
/ 
•. 
-:, .. , ..... ' 
.~ 
,, 
\ 
... , 
/I_ 
defining or explaining some of the more frequently used 
terms). Inputs to the production scheduler, orders which 
are received by the box container factory specify the follow-
I • 
ing things: 
:~. 
.-~- . 
:\ 
All • • incoming 
1. the quantity of boxes to be delivered, 
.. 
2. the size of the box, 
3. the type of the box (nume'rous 
box design eJ(ist for boxes of a 
specified size), 
4. design-nt1111ber, ..... 
5. the color(s) of the printing, 
6. the delivery date. 
orders are piled up over a certain time 
period. Order in this context one item on an order sheet, 
having the attributes as defined above. So it might happen, 
... 
and in fact it is a frequent occurance that many orders are· 
.,combined on an "order sheet" (from one customer). The pro-
duction scheduler selects orders, having a delivery date in 
the week past the production period, from the incoming ones 
as. well as from the 'file "permanent order sheets". Since 
scheduling is done in vfeekly intervals, in the weelc befo:r-e 
·-schedulin,g starts, it is obvious that there must be a.bc,-ut--- __________ , __ 
three ·1veeks lead time for the orders. 
' . 
Having collected all the orders with the proper shipping 
,( 
dates,. the production scheduler then sorts /the orders according ~ 
I 
to "compatibility_". This is a screening· proc·edure 1,;hich puts 
~ 
feasible combinations of orders in one pile (only specific. 
combinations of type and size are feasible). 
.! 
'"-~~·····.···: : . 
''-4: • 
·! 
6 
---·--~ 
-.----
I 
., 
C 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
,{ 
·, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
From this point· on, one of the severs.l piles is con-
I 
s1dered at a time and the production scheduler will apply 
different criteria to arrive at the proper schedules. In 
order to understand this let us loolc at a ·specific pile that 
has two container capacities. The physical limitations of 
interest for the ·prin.ting press are as follo1vs: there are . '""·--.:. _ .... 
three "strea.ID:s" arranged across the machin~, titilizin_g· the 
ma~imum possible width. Two streams being equipped to pro-
., 
cess "capacity A" type contain·ers, the remaining stream takes 
care of "capacity B" type containers. Each stream has two 
"rows 11 , and in each stream up to three distinct colors can 
• 
,i 
be printed simt1ltaneously. To begin ,,;1th, each order of 
capacity A can be processed en any of the four rows, which 
.}, will be designated for the sake of brevity as S1 :R1, R2 and 
S2:R1, R2. Capacity B type containers can be processed in 
one of the rows named as S3:R1, R2. 
The production scheduler then selects the largest order 
from each container c~pacity. The two orders are then 
arbitrarily assigned, say to S1 :R1 (container capacity A) 
and s3·:Rl· (container capacity B). 
order based on 11 color compatibility" witl1 the assigned orders 
( and 1-;hich therefore can be processed in the other four rows 
. . 
still not occupied. The scheduler's pattern of activity is 
',._ 
not exactly rig~d. He will generally select the longer orders, 
~ f~rst checking on color feasibility. Once all six rows have ., 
. ' an assignmen·t of orders, practically speaking the machine 
. " 
'· . 
I 
I. 
•11·· 
: . 
' ... 
' 
'I 
•I 
.":: 
.. , 
could start printing, after the proper setting and adjust-
ments had been done, utilizing the full width of the pr~ss. 
!lumbering consecutively and starting 1vi th run no .1 , the pres.s . 
·-~ 
. would be .stopped if the kmallest of the orders is already 
printed. Having t11is pictu1·e in our mind, vre again follow 
., the sched_uler, who schedules for the present empty row another 
·feasible assignment. Run no.2 can start and so forth. 
The guiding principles of the scheduler's work are color· 
,compatibility as 'mentioned, and make ready considerations. 
Between two runs the press needs a reset of printing plates 
~ 
and possible color changes in a row.. The time for this make 
ready is dependent on the number of color and plate changes 
but not proporti~al to it. That is to say to stop the machine 
rv and make four plate changes and two colpr changes does not 
take twice as l_ong as for two plate changes and one color 
change. The human schedule-r .makes u.se of results from time 
studies at hand and tries to avoid color changes as much as 
possible. A~production schedule is considered completed if 
all orders have been assigned from one pile. 
The most cos~ly aspect of an imperfect but still feasible 
I 
I h d 1 -. th fl tF' , SC e U e 1S - - e · run 
I • 
I 
out". 
;_ I 
The term is de£ined as follows:· 
-- - - ];i .. - - - -
- _, -
"The proc'edure of IJrinting in less than the full number of 
rows is called a run out (paper is fed across the full width 
' . of the m~chine, but o.n· a fraction of this printing takes 
place)". Before such a run ·out operation is to be under-
taken the file permanent order she'et, is. examined for fitting 
'.-
8 
\', 
- ,,, '"• .. ,•- - .... 
-· , ...... ,,. ..... ~.,~.-·1., ........ · •',:·-~·,_y~rr:· .. 
. . _, ~i .. , '-, •... ', .. , . 
___ ..... ,_._ -· ....--.....---/ _______ ___..___.~~ 
~I 
J J: I :: , 
l 'I 
__ ......:i I ; 
~-:::J :J 1' 
I I 'I ' 
_J:::J ,i 
·~·= ] .. I 
~-~'' 
' ' ' 
- I 
• I 
• - 11 
,\. 
\' 
··J 
"· ' I • 
' .. ,~ 
' 
9 
.... ' .... " 
orders, which after completion would,be kept in inventory 
until the shinment is due. An.other alt~rnative is the - - -,, . 
"splitting'' o:f orders. In this case one order will run in '. .. 
,, more than one row. Additional expenses are incurred if they 
run simultaneously since printing plates for each row must be 
available. Another solution is to process less than the 
ordered quantity and supply to the customer less than he 
) ordered, to obtain a production schedule meeting more econom-
ically the objectives described in the last chapter. 
As a matter of fact, an effort may be made to procure ,.,. , { 
s.ome orders from some well kno1m customers to avoid a run olft • 
. rt must be remembered that unassigned rows cause a high per-:-
centage of "scrap paper" and low~rs the "machine efficiency". 
; As an analysis of the raw material cost shows, the paper board 
is the over1-;heln1ing single cost item. It can therefore be 
.•, 
understood that all feasible means are employ~ed to weed out 
production schedules·c· of this kind. 
The foregoing descripti.on of the work of a production 
scheduler is based on ·observations of the author. A number o! 
considerations have been omitted as any experienced scheduler 
will note. For· example the revision of schedules due to "hot 
order" (a customer calls in at 9 a.m. to have some .. cartons 
printed and ready for shipment at 4 p.m.). Also, the author 
might· not have noticed all the c·ri teria for decision making by 
the human scheduler to come- up --"vd th his pro.duct.,ion plan. It is 
·nevertheless hoped that the main principles of ._and considerations 
for the schedulerfs work have been stated. 
.,1 
I 
.. ' .. '. -
;,;;, ,\ l 
I 
l 
._,.., 
.. ~. 
Chanter III 
.. 
MATHEMATICAL ALGORITIDJIS FOR THE SOLUTION OF ~ 
THE SCIIEDULll~G PROBLEl-1 
Formal statement of ~he .. problem 
0 There are a ~et of orders (o1, o2, .... ' On), for boxes . 
" . ~ of a, certain ty-pe and size. The distinct attributes~associated 
with each ord·er are the following: 
1 • the number of cartons ,to be. 
scheduled, · 
2. a number specifying the. prj~nt:ing. pattern, 
3. the number of colors involved in printing (ohe or two). 
The printing is done on a printing press havine streams 
arranged across the 1tidth of the machine. In any one of the 
streams up to. three di.stinct oo·lors can be printed. . There 
are either one or tv-ro .rows in each of the m streams. 
The problem now arises to prepare a feasible production 
schedule specifying in 1-;hich seq_uence to print the cartons, in 
other words which order will be printed in which stream (and 
in which row, if~for the set of orders two rows ar~ arranged 
in one stream), and in what sequenc·e. 
A feasible production schedule. is defined as follows: it 
must take into account all orders of the set. If there are two 
rows in a stream, the two orders printed simt1l taneously in one 
stream must be color-com.pati.ble. 
' ( An optimal schedule is a feasible· s-c.h.edul,e having the 
10 
I 
.. 
,,. 
.. 
'---·· 
. f 
. . '· , ...... - --· 
. ' 
mtnimum longest run~ 1.e. the least consumption of paper 
•.. 
.. 
board, with~the minimum possible color changes. 
Nature of the sc0ecl_~J.1J1g problem 
We will concern ourselves here with a simplified version 
of the.earlier stated scheduling problem. Suppose there are 
... 
.t 
~·: 
n orders on hand, to be assigned for a printing. press haying \l 
m streams. Each order can be placed on any of th~ streams. 
t. Let us assume one row per stream so there is no color inter-
ference problem. 
The objective will be stated as follows: sequence the 
n orders in them streams in such a manner, so that there is 
a. minimum longest run. 
This objective differs from the one st~ted in 11 The .formal 
.•, 
statement of the. uroblem" in the follo1iing manner: 
,·, -
1. the problem of color compatibility 
is neglected, 
2. the~ number of color changes is of 
no concern, i.e. it is not tried 
to minimize the number of colo.r 
changes. 
So the following mathematical formulations are applicable 
l 1 
' I t : 1 ·
only to printing press set ups having only one rov per stream r 
and for, sets · of crr·d·e-r-s---o.f. ___ o_ne ___ cont_ai_ner_ s_i z ~ ...... t! ....... __ -------------.- -··--·-----· _ 
Linear nrogra1nming formulati·on 
' To cast the machine scheduling problem as a linear 
' . 
programming problem it ·may be d·e·s·cri bed as fallows: 
·'-. 
r 
.. 1 
I 
<-
,. ( 
V . 
-
-
--
~1IN 
i 
\\ LL 
j k. 
..... 
12 
I . 
s·ubject to for each· i 
i 
-
X· ·k = 1 for all j and k J. J 
and the nonnegc .. tivi ty constraint 
where Xijk is one (zero otherwise) if the assignment of 
the i th orde_r extends in to, or beyond the k tl1 
interval of the jth stre.am. 
"j, 
Ck "cost factor" associated w:i.th X assigni 
\ to the kth location. 
1 - 1 2 .. , n -
' 
• • • 
' 
jf -· l ·2, m ..... ·. 
' 
• • • , 
k=-,,-2, 
••••• 
(n. :--· number of orders) 
(m = number of streams) 
(index of "cost factor".) 
N1 ::: quantity to be scheduled for the .j,Jh 'order. 
An illustrating example 
.• - . : .. 
•: . 
Su:ppbse the f ollovnng orders :s.J:tou·ld. btt :-s:cht:ldttled, 
Order 
Quantity 
1 ·~a 
:l.2lv'I 
·-:: 
3 
1'8M 
. ·~ 
- - . ·~.-~ 
r 
' ' 
l·j 
I' 
' ; 
I, i: 
. I:' 
I 
,', I 
.,. 
') \ 
•· 
We hav.e j = 1 , •. 2 ( two streams) · 
and·define 11 = mrn (N1) = 10M 
and maximum Lmax = . [ N 1 = 4oM 
,i 
the "cost factor" index becomes 
40 
= 4 (rolUlded to an in.teger) 
10 
k = 1, 2, 3, 4 .• 
k ::: l 
. ~ . 
. 
-k = ·2, k = 3 -k = .4 
:S --· 2 
- . ,;.,... . . .. -
-.... - -_ .... 
.... -~ .... -.~> . :~ 
."'' . 
. j = l I 
-
-
L3 = 3L 
."!'. 
-- 14 = 41 ----~+------4 
"--~ 
- ------,:,.--
.. 
--~-------
- - - ------ . -··- - --- - -- --~ -- -~ - --- - - ~----7--s~-:..------··-- -=-·- -- ---- -;- '---.·- - - --- - - ---- -- -- - - -
(' 
. . 
i' .. 
' ' 
The "cost factors" c1 , o2, o3, 04 have to be of 
-~: increasing magnitude, 
"cost factor" = f (Ck) increasing func-t.iion. 
with k. 
.-
>l. 
.., 
• I 
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··~ 
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,, 
·., 
r· 
............ j• 
J 
We assign'the fol.lowtng values to the "cost ·factors": 
01' - 1 .o 
-
02 - .2.0 L -
.J 
.l: 
.03 - 3.0 -
.; 
04 =.4.o. :·, 
Adding slack variables and artificial variables, the 
problem looks as follows (see Table 1). 
The objective coefficients of the slack variables have 
\ . 
zero value, the artificial varia~les have a very large value 
(bigger than everything they are ever compared with) in the 
objective furiction. 
Exhaustive search as a solution 
It could be attempted to generate all possible distinct 
production schedules and select an optimal one. The resulting 
computational work involved would be as follows: having m 
streams in 1vhich to sequence n orders, we make the simplif.ying 
n 2 assumption that in each stream m orders are arranged (this 
would be a feasible schedule, utilizing the least amount of 
paper board, if all orders had the same quantity specified)-.' 
. " Now in each stream there are ( n ) possible ways to sequence 
) ~. ~ • possible ways these 
m 
orders, or combin~d there are m* (. n 
m i,) 
to schedule these orders. 
2 Rounded to nearest integer. 
3 As~uming the jobs are preassiglled to the m rows-. 
' ' 
·:t 
,·. 
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I'-. TABLE 1 '· 
.. -
. . 
' 
. . .. 
.'. :i -
- .. ' 
.. 1 = l I ' 1 = 2, 1 = 3 . , .:"· :.: '• .. ; 
'" 
• 
j = ]. j = 2 j = 1 - j = 2 j = 1 j = 2 
. 
.. 
--
- · l I I I ! I I C 
oloio l 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 0 C tj M1 M1 Ml 0 0 0 0 0 
. ! . . . . 
I I 
• 
1 = l I 
I l 
• ! l ' I ' ! ' ; 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 l 
-1 !l 
·1.0 I ! I I I I ' I ! 
! 1 = 2. 1. 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 
-~ 
I 11 V 1.2-! r 
l • 
·1 = 3 ~ l 1 1 l 1 l l 1 
-
-1! 1 1.8 y 
e 
1 1 1 1 1 
.. I 
., I I 
-
1 • ] 1 l 1 
J 
/?' .. 
"'· 
.. I 
I 
1 ] 1 l ' Ji-· 1 •· I . 
' 
I 
.. 
- . 
. 
1 .. : 1 1 1 
.. 
... 1- ' ,, 
--
'\ ' 
- -
. -
I , 
' 
' .. 
. -! ' . 
. ' 
~ 
1 ! 1 1 1 1 -
' \ 
. i 
:-,-: I 
. - - . 
! 
. ,• 
:, -
. .i. 1 ' . ' "4"" 1 1 
'I 
' l l - . 
. -,,; . 
' 
' 
j 
·- . . 
'\"" 1 i 1 1 1 1 ~ 
' 
. 1 1 1 
" 
l 1 ', J l I 
NOTE: Blank spaces in matrix are zeros. .... 
... 
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Introduction to suboptimi.zing, apnroa.ches to. the scp.eduling P}:'Oblem 
.. In the next two sections two essent~ally different_ algorithms 
for the scheduling problem. will be a.,escri-bed. The first algorithm 
has a straightforvrard structure and converges very fast. The 
( 
:I seco-nd ,algori tbm begins rd th choosing ~ .solution to the 
-·-·, ·. 
i . 
. / . 
' . , .. 
scheduling problem, indicating one possible, possibly :poor way 
to process the desi.red number of orders. The algorithm then 
., improves this production schedule by substitution and an ex-
change of orders. ,, .. , 
The next chapter reports the results, that these algorithms 
produce when confronted with different sets of data. The simple 
ex8 mpi~s in the following sections, are created to illustrate 
the different algorithms. For the empirical solution in the 
next chapter a series of simulated examples will b·e used. 
L~fgest - guaµ~ity ~. first ~1£orithm. 
The linear programming formulation, nresented in the pre-
. vious chapter, of the scheduling prdblem is one·way of looking 
at this problem. Hol{ever, it was not a good 1;ay to solve the ~ 
problem because of the large nwnber of variables arid constraints 
involved. 
·· ·· · ·:tv!akin·g the same-·a.ssump tion on --wn1ch the- linear progr~ilig · 
• 
formulation was based, -1ve 1rlll no1-r describe a method that 1;ill 
provid\e rigid rules of _how to sequence orders-,ili- order to 
arrive at a production schedule. The procedure is ·the result 
of a conscious attempt·to ~void larger~ outs in a printing 
operation (recall that a run out is the most co .. ~tly aspect of 
. . 
' 
• 
. 1•'' J 
.. 
,1 
l 
,. 
.i 
:,· ,: 
,. 
~ 
of an imperfect production schedule). 
It is called largest-quantity-first- algorithm because of . . CI 
the principle to assign the currently largest order in quantity 
of the list to the production schedule. The properties of this 
algorithm 1·nclude a fast assignment of all orders and· a con-
-' 
ceptually straightforward structure. 
The largest-quanti ty-firs-t algorithm begins with an 
assignment of the fi,rst order in the list (vector) of orders 
to be assigned, to any one, say the first of them streams. 
The vector describing the orders ,-ras first s·orted according to 
quantity, that, is to say all orders were arranged quan ti ty1iise 
in a descending sequence. The remaining m-1 streams are 'filled 
by assigning always the currently first order of the sorted 
list to the schedule. 
The next step is to select the stream having the shortest 
run. To this stream the £1rst order of the remaining list is 
'' ' assigned. The steps are then repeated: 
1. select row having the shortest run, 
2. assign first order of the existing 
tist to .:the selected row. 
Once all orders of the list have been assigned the produc-
,iii . 
· ·-· -t,ion schedule is·· completed. 
,· ' A· short example of this algorithm is given below: 
Consider the following set of orders 
Order No. 1 2 3 4 6 7 .9 
Quantity . 301~ 951~ 1 60lv1 55M 1 20M 240M 80M 70M 11 OJ.vi required 
assume m = 3 streams·; (M = 1 o3) 
. . .. 
: .. ·: 
' 
·.-: 
.. 
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the requirement vector sorted according to quantity would 
appear as follows: 
Order No. 6 - 3 - 5 ~ 9 - 2 - 7 - 8 - 4 - 1 • 
The algorithm, after randomly chosen assignments of 
first three orders in Stream 1, 2, 3 respectively, leads 
.• 
the following production schedule. 
Stream 1 Order No. 6 8 Quantity 240M 70M 
Stream 2 Order No. 3· 2 4 Quantity 160M 95M 55M 
Stream Order No. 5 9 7 
the 
to 
I • 
1 3 Quantity 120M 11 OM 80M 30M 
To make the last assignment (30Ii.!) a "tie" has been 
arbitrarily resolved between Strean 1 and .Stream 3; both having 
an accumulated quantity assigned of 31-0M befone the tinal 
assigp.ment. 
C.o;i.or-s election algorithm 
The second algorithm developed to solve the scheduling 
• 
yroblem begins with some feasible production schedule contain-
:lfig ··all the orders. The algorithm, after deciding on a reason-
able starting point, proceeds by substitution of orders in the 
sequence. If a substitution is possible another one will be 
tried and so forth. Fip.ally after all feasible substitutions 
have been made, the algorithm terminates having also attempted 
an exchange of orders. 
The list (vector) with the total number of orders to be 
.,_. 
..... : 
.. 
, . 
.... 
0 
I 
·:.· 
. ~-~-... --~ ..... ---~•,'l-l'"'-11#>''"'"'"''"''-""!.~~,;1,.,r,,~1~·.•':-~-· ............ -, .. , .. , ... . 
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scheduled is sorted on the basis of color require~ents as 
J ' follows: there will be m-1 subvectors containing orders with· 
the first, second, ••• , m-1 most frequent colors (m = number 
,' 
of streams on the printing press). The last subvector takes 
care of all orders in the list that are not contained in the ' 
first, seco.nd, ••• , m-1 subvector. For ease of computer 
) programming a color is identifiea· only by the first of the 
' three digits used by the container industry for a color. So 
there is a slim chance that a subvector actua~ly c,ontain~ 
' more than one color. It will later be seen that this has no· 
impact on the final production schedule. 
I The elements (orders) of the subvectors are then assigned 
to the first, second, ••• and (m-1) the stream respectively. 
This constitutes a possible production schedule. The objective 
now is to improve this initial production schedule i.e. . 
' 
.eli.minate, as much as possible, run out, and in turn produo.'---
tion costs. 
The first substitution atte1;.1pt is made in the stream 
48,ving the shortest run. This coulti be called 11 packing 11 • The 
'\ shortest order of t~e longest run is added t9 the shortest run. 
If the new sum in· t-h1s stream is le-ss t·han the sum of the 
.longest run, substitution of the order takes place. If this . 
sum were to be equal or bigger, there would be no gain in the 
substitution. Assuming that an order is found which will 
.decrease the longest run by substitu~ion, the procedure is 
repeat-ed. Another stream might now have the longest run. Let 
U$ call this s·tream II critical 11 • The shortest order of. this 
j 
·• 
- - --- ~ --.. --~---------· 
' 
.. 
...... 
stream is take?r out and added to·the shortest run, if the new 
sum is smaller than the sum of the critical stream. And so 
this is carried on. 
If no economics can be gained by packing of orders, the 
algorithm proceeds 1-ri th exchange of orders. This exchange 
takes place, .. if an exchange of orders in two streams will· 
reduce the longest run. The larges~ order.in the critical 
stream is exchanged with the smallest order in the shortest 
run. If this meets the criterion - reduction of the longest 
run - the orders are actually exchanged in ~he production 
schedule. 'If not, the second largest order in the critical 
will then be tried and then the third and etc. If this fails 
then the same hprocedure is reneated with the second smallest 
order of the shortest run. And so on. 
If no exchange attempt is· yet succesful the algor1 thm 
• proceeds as follows: the orders in the next shortest run will 
now be compared rri th the orders in the critical streams, 
fpllowing identical rules. If no further economic exchange 
could be realized after inspecting all· the orders in the m-1 
streams against all the orders in pthe oritical stream, .the 
algorithm .terminates. -.,-
If a stream has two rows, a color feasibility check 
always precede.s a _pac,lcing or an exchange of orders, but other-
wise the procedure is 1dentical.1 (The lni tial production 
-schedule would have m empty rows - one in each stream - these 
I 
•. .. .. 
would all then be the shortest run. The "tie" will be resolved 
'·· 
.I 
I 
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arbitrarily, i.e. a packing· can be done to any of them empty 
... 
rows initially) • 
. Before 9resenting an example, let us briefly summarize 
t?e principles of the color-selection algorithm. 
1. Assign orders with most frequent _J 
-
colors to stream one, two, .•• , 
m-1 respectively and all remaining 
orders to the last unoccupied stream, 
2. attempt to pack the smallest order of 
the critical stream into the row having the shortest run, 
3. if a packing is made, repeat step2; if packing cannot be performed any 
more, go to 4, J 
4. attempt to exchange orders according 
to previously mentioned rules, 
5. if exchange is made repeat step 4; if 
no exchange can be performed any more 
routine terminates. 
The computer listings of the color-selection alg.or1th1n is 
given in Appendix C. 
An Example, 
A list of orders mig~t look ·as follows: 
Order llo. 
l 
2 
·.· .. 
.·~. 
J 
·4 --··· .. 
5 
. 6: 
7: 
8 
9 
10 
(. ,. 
Quantity -. 
150}I 
75M 
180}! 
12011 
' 
140ivI 
. 
. '-·-· 60?{ 
100M 
30M 
9Q!v1 
70:tvI 
Color 
bk, ye 
bk,_ or 
gr, or 
bk, ye 
bk, br 
,bl, re 
bk, 
--
bl, or 
br, gr 
re, or 
;.• 
Color code: bk = blaclr, bl = blue, br = brown., gr =- gr.e·e:n ,, 
•• l ·: 
or = orange, -re = red, ye = yello1i. 
r,,,.,,.,_,,,. .. .r ..... 
·' t 
., 
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:-! ·c 
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Assuming a,JI{; 3 streru.n (j = 1, 2, 3) machine set up, 
/ 
the vectors .9ontaining all orders will be (bk and or being 
0 
the first and second most frequent colors respectively): 
Order No. 1 
Quantity 150M 
Color bk, ye 
Order No. 3 
Quantity 180M 
Color gr, or 
/ 
Order iro. 5 
Quantity 4oM 
\ Color br ye, 
Starting Production Sc4edule, 
Order No. · 
Stream 1 Quantity 
Color 
Order No. 
Stream 2 Qua11ti ty 
Col.or 
·Order No. 
Stream 3 Quantity 
Color 
-, 
1 
150M 
bk, ye 
3 
180M 
gr, or 
. f 
5 
140M 
_ye, br ,. 
<! -. 
, 
2· 
. 4 -7 
175M 120M 100M 
bk, or bk, ye bk<, 
--
8 10 
.. 
30M 70}1 
- bl, or re, or 
6 9 
60M 90M ... 
-bl, re br, gr 
-~1 
~--
2 4- ··7 
75M 18.Q}! 100M 
bk, ·or bk, ye bk, 
--
·~ 8 10 
30~1 70M 
.bl, or re, or 
6 ·9 
---
60M 90M 
bl, re br, gr 
.•. ( 
I 
l 
/ 
I 
. . 
"· 
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Since a packing of Order No. 2 into the second stream 
leads to ~ reduction o_f the longest run (Stream .1 ; 445M0, 
this order vrill be removed from Stream No. 1 and assig ed 
to Stream No. 2. 
With this change the production schedule appears as· 
follows: 
Order No. 
Stream ·1 Quantity 
Color 
Order :No. 
Stream 2 Quantity 
Color 
.. 
Order No.· 
Stream 3 Quantity 
Color 
1 
150M 
4 
120M 
7 
. 100K 
bk, ye bk, ye bk, --
3 8 10 
1 sorv1 30M 70M 
gr, or bl, or re, or 
5 6 ·9 
14oI1 60ivI 90M 
bk, br bl, re br, gr 
2 
75M 
bk, or 
' 
. Since a .Packing of the shortest order (Order No. 7) of 
the longest run (Stream 1) to the shortest run (Stream 3), 
. would not result .. in a reduction of the longe.st run, an ex-
ij ~ / 
change. o:f orders will be tried. 
• Exchange Order No. 4, Stream 1 w-ith- Order No. 6, Stream 3~ 
(Recall, the rules: try the largest order of the -longest run, 
then the second largest order etc. as ·exchange, quantity· with, 
-· 
smallest quantity in shortest run. If no exchange meets the 
criterion, 1.e. the reduction of the longest run, start with 
the largest quanti-ty in the longest run and try to exchange 
I . 
' 
•\. 
i 
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with smallest quantity in the second sho_;r.test run etc. If 
all noncritical streams (longest run) were tried· and no ex-
change couid be made, go to the second smallest quantity in 
the noncri tica1· streams etc., beginning again vii th the largest 
quantity of the longest run, second largest quantity etc.). 
The ~ndicated exchange of orders leads to the following 
production schedule: 
Order No. 
Stream 1 Quantity 
Color 
Order No. 
Stream 2 Quantity 
Color 
Order No. 
Stream 3 Quan.ti ty 
Color 
1 L 
150M 
bk, ye 
3 
180M 
gr, or 
5 
140M 
bk, br 
' 6., 
601{ 100M 
bl, re bk, --
8 10 2 
301vr 701~1 75M 
bl, or re, or bk, or 
4 :9: 
1 201.\1 901'tI 
bk, ye br, gr 
- Exchange now Order lJo. 2, Stream 2, with Order No. 6, 
Stream 1, leaving the following production schedule: 
- .. -- Order No. 1 2 7 ~" 
Stream 1 Quantity 150M 75M 100M 
Color· bk, ye bk, · or bk, 
--
-· 
6 \.--·· ~· Order No. 3 8 10 
Stream 2 Quantity 180M 30M 70M 60M 
Color gr, or bl, or re, or bl, re 
i 
L .... 
•• 
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Orde:r No. . 5 4 9 
Stream 3 Quantity 140M 120M 90M 
·, 
Color bk, br bk, ye - br, gr-- -· 
' 
We now exchange Order ·No. 9 with Order No. 2 (third .. and· 
first Stream respectively), leavi~g the following final 
, production schedule: 
Order-No. 
Stream 1 Quantity 
Color 
Order No. 
Stream 2 Quantity 
Color 
Order No. · 
Stream 3 Quantity 
Color 
~) 
·, 
., 
1 
., 
150:tvI-
~ 
bk, ye 
3 
1801vI 
gr, or 
5 
1401-1 
.. 
9 
90M 
br, gr 
8 
30}I 
bl, or 
2 
75i1· 
7 
100M 
bk, 
--
10 
70M· 
re, 
4 
120M 
or 
bk,_ br bk, or bk, ye 
1),/." 
~ 
,. 
6 > 
60M 
bl, re 
" . 
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·chapter IV 
EVALUATION· °,~}HE MATIDYIATIOAL ALGORITHMS 
,,, 
Af''1'D EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
'~-
-~· 
Discussion and criticism of the,.-lin~ar pr_9gpamming formulation 
As can be seen from ·the very small exrunple, the linear 
·prog~amming formulation tends to become large. A realistic 
set of Drders in this formulation would involve thousands of 
variables. This is not surprising since inherently combina-
tional problems have large matrix forms. 
The matrix (Table 1) could be reduc~d if instead of -
employing. the simplex-metl1od as a solution algorithm -the dual-
. 
26 
simple»-method was applied. The latter method does not require~-
artificial and slack variables. To get an idea of the dimension I. 
of a ·problem formulated in this mamlJ;r., for a realistic set of 
orders, assume the following: 
\ \. m - 3 streams -
n - 10 orders -
k - 12 ·(the quotient largest orde~~d - quantity/ smallest ordered 
quantit), rounded to 
integer, 
_ ........ there will be,. number of variables . 
-xijk 
constraint inequalities, 
3 * 1 0 * 1 2 = 36() 
n + (m * k) 
__ .,....-,,. 
larger 
"' 
The index k is diputable because it is highly unlikely_ 
that in a feasible solution k will be of this magnitude. This ~ 
' 
• 
' 
"i 
'.'i 
,., 
...... , 
! 
is a safe assumption, since the increasing cost coefficients 
insure the tendency to bring into the solution small values 
-I of k. In fact, the linear programming formulation is based· 
on the assumption that the optimal solution will contain 
variables with the smallest possible cost coefficiefs, but 
will still accommodate all constraints. .; 
Al though there are comptl.t~r programs4 which /could handle 
I problems 1.;ith a realistic set of orders in the ¢bove manner, 
I 
I I the run time to generate .a solution v1ould be tpo lon.g to be 
I 
economically justified. fl • ~Ii th this co1nment we shall discard 
the linear programming formulation as a practical and economical 
•.. 
solution technique to the scheduling problem. 
,., 
Evaluation of exhaust~.Y~ __ .13.earch as a ~.9!ution te,cbnigue 
The formulation of the scheduling problem, as defined in 
this study, in a linear programming framework has shown that 
~ 
the size of the resulting matrix is very large for any realistic 
• set of orders. r·t will now be-shown that an exhaustive search 
also presents similar difficulties • 
. •
If .n = 15 orders are to be scheduled on m = 3 streams, we 
I ) I 
could ·arrive at 1, 728,oo'O distinct schedules ( employing the 
formula given on page 14). This number could be reduced I • 
I somewhat by thoughtful reflect+on, however, the number still 
• < 
remains quite large and so I .. the method 
I 
is c~early impractical.· 
I 
------~--,~---------;-------------.. _..._.... ........... . 4 ~ 600, Revised Simplex P1oduct Form, constraints~ 1,000, variables~ 6,000. - ~ 
j 
_,. ............ ••.• ,.,f 
. , 
I 
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' '1 ... · ·,.' 
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Evaluation of the subqpt~~izing alg9fithm~ 
.In tl1is section 1·;e describe the testing and costing 
..e procedures used to evaluate the largest-quantity-first 
... 
algorithm and the color-selection algorithm. 
The object in testing the algorithms is to determine 
their merits on an economic ground. We will generate pro-
duction schedules with different sets of data. Then for each 
~ of the schedules i·ts production costs will be computed. Also 
.. 
for each of the tested set of orders an ide·a1, usually not 
• 
attainable production schedule 1rl.ll be made up and its value· 
' 
·(in monetary terms), will be computed. The qUotien t ideal 
cost/a~tual cost will give us an indication of the merits of 
the devised algorithms and they will be rated (evaluated) 
accordingly. 
The data for testing the algorithms are simulated. 
Actual data, representing:orders received by a paper box 
company o~er some time period, most likely will not be as 
-"-
·-~ 
var1e·c1·-~as simulated data. That is why hypothetical data 
(, 
(simulated) seem to be much better .suited for the evaluation 
of the algorithms (the same set of data will be used for both 
<-----------~_1-:gori thms) • 
·cost of an ideal schedule· . ..
, .An ideal schedule, as mentioned previously is_usually not 
attainable. It will have no run outs ::- this con.di tion imposes 
non feas.i bili ty, e.g. you cannot have the same number of car-• I 
tons printed in each stream if there are two orders with 10£-1 
. ' 
'· 
.-~· 
28 
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... 
and 25M to be processed on am= 2· stream set up. An ideal 
f. 
schedule puts 17.5M cartons in each stream, rendering it non 
feasible. 
The costs incurred by· the different sources, of an ideal 
schedule, will be reduced to a common denominator as the basis 
for comparison with the schedules as arrived at by the devised 
algorithms. 
A list will be given below of the various sources of 
expenditures involved to·, print· paper cartons and their 
magnitudes: 
Oost of paper board .J The price of this major· raw 
material is currently Dal. 8.66 CWT5, as obtained from 
a paper box company. 
We shall confine our discussion 
to a typical calipher weighing 185 potmds per 1,000 square inch. 
To obtain a monetary value 
the following formula is 
applicable: . 
Co~t of consumed papsr= ~oard =(no.of cartons printed in longest.run) it- (no. of rows) ~t-~ (conversion factor)* 8.66 
where the conversion factor takes into account the thickness of the paper and the width of paper for 
one stream. -
·'. 
5 CWT = One Hundred 1-f eight -- Standard measur,emen t unit in the·paper industry. 
I 
., / . 
,. 
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Printing press cost 
_ .. _ .. 
Cost of make-ready 1 s 
' 
· .. t1···--I,., ...• 
Let.us consider machine set ups 
havit1g 2, 3 or 4 streams, each 
stream having 1 row (for testing 
purposes).• · 
The value of the conversion 
factor equals o.64, ioe. it is 
the ~eight of 1M cartons in 
.CvlT uni ts for the, previously 
defined calipher and the con-
sidered c~rton size. 
(Abbreviated CPB). 
The time to print a set of 
orders is a func-Uon of·the 
longest run in a production 
schedule, and then of the 
number and kinds of make-
ready's, t~e latter being 
taken care of in the next item 
of this list. 
A modern printing press is 
capable of printing 20M 
impressions per hour per row 
( 333 per minute) 11hile running 
at normal speed. 
The machine cost was estimated 
by management at Dol. 22.00 
per hour at a typical box plant. 
This estimate might lack pre- ~ 
cision, or better it might not 
reflect the true cost, due to 
the --utilized accounting proce-
dure. However as will be seen, 
_ it could be off by a factor of 
two and still make but a small 
difference in the toxal produc-
tion cost for a set of orders. 
(Abbreviated PPC). 
A make-ready is defined in 
Appendix A (Glossary): "Time 
and actio11 talcen to ma,ke plate 
.changes (and eventually color 
changes) and do the necessary 
adjustments 1vhen the machine 
is at standstill". 
-/l...._.._.. .. ·~. -
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The time td be allotted for 
make-ready's is given at the 
end of this section (Table 2) • 
The acctUnulated time (in 
minutes) for make-ready's by 
computing the cost of a pro-
duction schedule, will be 
multiplied by Dol. 0.36 (this 
is the same as for the machine 
running time -- the attending 
cre11 has to be paid 1a;hether 
controlling the printing press 
while ru..rming or l-rhen busy -vri th 
ma}:e-ready' s. The, po1rer cost 
differe~ce is ~e~ligible).· ~ (Abb:rev1ated Clvffi). 
:·S·crap paper cost The value of scrap paper is 
currently Dol. 1 .1~2· OvIT. For ,. 
a definition of scrap paper 
''°'l,_ 
see the Glossary (Appendix A) 
In monetary terms we express as f'ollovrs: 
,s·.crap paper cast per stream = (number of cartons prin.ted in 
longest run) - (number of cartons printed in considered stream) 
* (conversion factor)* 1.42, 
"· 
"' 
1?here "conversion factor" has 
same meaning as before. (Abbreviated SPC). 
vl e continue: 
/ Cost of production schedule ·= CPB + PPC + CMR - SPV 
Cost of ideal schedule= CPB + PPC + CMR 
An· example -- Computing the cost of an ideal Schedule,· ,. 
assuming a set of orders having the following attributes: · 
I· 
fl. 
,I ,• 
- . ' -- -·-·~-
. I 
''· 
I. 
I 
I 
.. 
I 
C 
[ 
I 
" 
,. 
.-~~··-·# 
\ 
Order No. Qua11ti ty Color(s) 1 20Iv! blue, green 2 50M blv ..e, green 3 ··801JI blue 9 green 4 30M blu.e, n:reen •,._., 5 ·.~·i\'-~1 20IvI bro1,m 6 50}! bro1m 
.. 7· 80M brovm s:· 30M brovm 9 201vI red, orange 
' 10 ~ 50M red, orange 1 1 
·801~ · red, 01~ange 12 3011 red, orange 
~:t-, C 
For am= 3 stream machine set up, an ideal production 
schedule would contain: 
. . 
32 
Order lio. 1 to Order }Jo. 4 in Stream 1 (in sequen~e) 
Order No. 5 to Order lio. 8 in Stream 2 {in sequence) 
Order }Jo. 9 to Order No. 12 in Stream 3 (in sequence) 
1ie continue as follows: 
Oost .. of ideal Sched,ule = CPB + PPC + C}ffi, 
6 
'·. 
where all members of the right hand side of the equation have bee~ defined previously. 
CPB = ( 20M + 501'1 + 80ivI + 3ofvf) --''* ( 3) * ( 0. 64) -It- 8. 66 
. 6 
·· ..... 
~!. CPB = 3000.00 Dol. ... 
PPO = ( 20M + 5~0M + 80M + 30~1) * ( 1 /20) * 22 .<)0~ 
PPC = 198.00 Dol. 
' ~--· ' 
·,: 
' 
1,.,.,. 
Slide rule acquracy. 
. , . 
. ' 
/. 
... \. 
'· ' 
t'-A. 
·.;,i 
a.MR, 7 -- (578. + 57 + 57 + 57) ~ 0.36 
OMR = 82.00 Dol. 
We novr compute the, .. ,·· 
Cost of the ideal Schedule = 3000.00 + 198.00 + 82.00 
. " 
= 3280.00 Dol. 
Scope of testing the algorithms 
r. 
There will be 6 sets of orders, each set containing 
bet1veeri 8 and 17 orders. Testing the two algo_ri thms 1,;i th 
6 sets each, will give a clear picture regarding their per-
formance. The number of orders per set (randomly between 
' 8 and 17) were chosen to reflect reality. At least in the 
· box plant visited by the author, this was the typical rang~ 
. ' 
of orders per set. 
#" 
A simulated order 1rill have assoc·iated with it: 
1. Quantity to be scheduled, 
2. one or two colors. 
As to the quantity of an order it ,rill vary between 
1 OM a.rid 1 OOM. ,,, Again these limits were chosen to reflect 
reality. Colors will be iden~ified by a four-digit number 
and two letters. The key is as follows: 
---
7 The cost f'or make-·-ready' s 11ill be computed for an actual 
production schedule and the same value 1Iill be , .. used for 
the comuutation of the cost of an ideal schedule: this ... 
cost factor has nothing but a minor influence on the 
quotient, ideal cost/actual cost. 
8 At each stop, i.e. after printing 20M, 50M, 80M cartons, 
.10 printing plates have to be replaced and adjusted. For 
.time-factor see Table 2 • 
. . ·+ 
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·~ . 
.. 
-,'. 
.• 
black 7200 bk 
blue 6700 bl .. 
) brown 4500 br :·i;_ l. . . .~ 
.... 
green 8700 gr 
orange 95oo*a 
., or 
purple 3800 ·~ pu 
,, 
.. 
red . 1700 re 
• .i.; < ~/ 
red 2,900 re 
,, 
yellow 5500 ye 
i' 
..... ~ 
The simulation vtill b:e carried out in a fashion, that 
on the average 8/10 ths of all orders vv?-11 have two colors 
specified as is more or less the case in reality. Naturally 
there are no orders having the same color specified twice. 
Simulating py the Monte Carlo technique,· 
We will describe now how we arrived at the first set of 
orders. "A Table of Random Numbers II of reference ( 6 ) , page 
3-84 will be used. 
How many orders will be in set 1, ~2., ....... , 6 ? 
Start at the upper left hand corner of the random number 
table and draw numbers going down colunm 1. Consider random 
numbers between 8 and 17. (inclusive). Set one will contain 
16 orders. \ 
Quantity associated with order, 1, 2, ••• , 1 6 ? 
Start at the upper right hand corner of the random 
~umber table and go down along col1.1mn 30, then c.o~umn 29 and 
_) 
,,/ 
.ii"· 
. ' 
~. ··1-. . so on. The last digit of the random number will be rounded 
to five, if 1, 2, 3 or 4 and rounded to zero if 6, 7, 8 or 9, 
,; 
C 
since the finest breakdown fdr a quantity will be 51'vI, to con-
. form to -the industrial practice (e.g. for random number 38 
read 40, or for the random number 21 read 25). Skip random 
numbers with the first digit zero. Continue along the same 
· column to draw rando~ numbers for q_uan~ ties in set 2 etc. 
Set 1: Order No. 
Quantity 
1 
951-1 
2 
75M 
Colors associated with order 1, 2, ••• , 16? 
3 cont'd 
10M 
I' 
Begin at the upper left hand corner of the random number 
table, read do1m along column 1, then column 2, and so on. 
the first digit refers to the color, the second digit of a 
random number defines whether an order will have one or two 
colors specified, according to the following rule: O, 1, 2 
for second digit i.vill have one color per order; 3, 4, · ••• , 9 -· 
for second digit 1,rill have two colors per order. Skip random 
numbers 11ith the first Mgit zero. Continue· 4 1n the same 
column to draw·random numbers for colors in set 2, 3, ••• 6. 
. .I 
An example, 
f • 
With these basic-rules established, the first simulated 
.r 
" 
set of orders ~-11 look as follows (the remaining sets were 
obtained in an identical manner): 
... 
,'.! 
:~ .. · .... 
J 
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J 
.; ... 
Set 1 ./ ·. ':.~ . _·. I 
Order No. 1 2 '3 4 5 6 7 8 
Quantity 95M 75M. 1 OM 80I'1 30M 6.5M 80M 801JI 
Color(s) 951.1 or .·17 re 55 ye 87 gr 38 pu 17 re 29 re 38 pu 
17 re 
-- -- 17 re 67 bl 55 ye 29 re 55 ye .. 72 bk 
Order No. 9 ~ io lilit 
Quantity 55M ' 30l-i .. 
4 
1 1 12' 
75M 
-
751wI 
Ill 
'P 
13 . 14 
551YI 40IvI 
15 
30M 
16 
80M 
Co lorf:J (-s) ,55 ye 17 re 
-95 .o.r 38 pu 
67 bl 
7.~: .Plt 
29 
:17 
re 
re 
17 re 38 pu 17 re 29 re 
-- -- 67 bl 67 bl -- --
f 
Computing the cost of a production schedule·, 
As a sample we vrill compu,te the cost of a production 
schedule as arrived at by using "Largest-quantity-first 
algorith (see production schedule Test Order Set No. 1, see 
Table 3 a11d 4): 
Pictorially. we c·an.. s:~ow a;.s tollows, 
Row 1 
Row 2 
•, 
Rovr 3 
Row 4 
,12 
. 2· 15 t4 . 
7 l 4 13 5 
"t, 
... ~· 
i--;-~~~-~----~-~~~--------___._~..........._.--1-~~l·. ... .- ·. . . - . '. . 
·- .-- . . .:,. 
:8,.. ··11· 6 · ~.· .. ·. :-... ·.. ~ 
. 
-~---~-----............. ------· -· . -· -· ·---· ·-· ...._. ___,.....__,,,_ ________ , 
t.6 ; .. 'l2· 9:· 1·0 
1l The last two digits (zeros) are omitted. 
12 Order~No. 
. ' 
'/; 
.if 
' .. ,.,. __ --·~··-~--,.,_.._,_ ~.-·--. --~·-·. .. 
. v.,-,-, ................ ,... ' -
............. ·;;.'' .... - .... ,a .... ,J . ···-·---------------· -···-· ._ .••_ ... ,_"'·-·••_-~"-'''''_""'~_J..]~C;.._. .  l!llB!DINI\~~ 
.! 
" 
.• :! 
·.·.:· •'.,.· 
; 1-,.. 
I -~ 
I 
. ' 
and continue, :i" ... • 
CPB = 245· ail- 4 * o·.64 * 8.66 
= 5440.oo Dol. 
PPO = 245 * (1/20) * 22.00 -
= 270.0·0 Dole 
.. 
37. 
·1- • ·, 
Olm = (691_3 + 20 + 62 + 25 + ·33 + 60 + 36 + 33) * 0.366 
.· , 
,;. 
finally, 
= 124.oo Dol. 
SPV = (5 + 15 + ~5) * 0.64 * 1.42 
= 23.00 Dol. 
Cost of pro.duct·ion schedule = 544o.oo + 270.00 + 124.oo 
- 23.00 
= 5811 .oo Dol. 
r 
Computing the cost of an ideal sch~dule, 
As defined previ9usly, the cost of the-ideal schedule 
becomes (same order set as before, i.e. prodtiction· schedule 
Test Order Set No. 1, arrived at by using Largest-quantity-
first algorithm, see Table 3 and 4): 
" 
CPB = (240 + 245 ..,. 230 + 240) ·~f ·o .• 64 * 8.66 
= 5300.00 Dol. 
PPC = (24o + 245 + 230 + :240..) * (t) * (1/~0) * 22 
= 262.00 
l) 
CMR = 124.oo Dal. 
-------·-·-----------------------·-- --13 . As per Table 2 • , ..... ~-· .... -
·..:· 
i . 
• .J ! 
1 i 
! 1· l 1 
. ~l 
t 
: .1' 
:.: \ ~, .. • ~· --:·-... -.,-~.~ ... ~"·•· •• ·- 11 -¥··;;,· •.•.. :i ,.,,):;.;.,;.t.1~)1.·,r.~w.,~'1$!.trl.U:.f~t~~~.:&N~/~~°1fijf.tli~1<.fai;';1J-~i!!;i:!,~s:1fit./.ii.{.~Zti:i/.;~t~.r.?Q~t,?- . -~·~11r~~~~·' ~ 
~ .. 
. ~; , ... .., 
-·-.· 
finally, 
Cost of 
and the 
0 
ideal schedule - 530.0.00 + 262.00 + 124.oo -
- 5686.00 Dol. -
. 
'Jrl-t" • 
efficiency quotient becomes, 
5686.00 -
.5811 .oo - 0.975 which measures the effectiveness of the used 
scheduling technique. 
Brief discus·sion of the· exuerimen tal results ;. 
. 
. The results obtained with simulated data are presented. 
· in Table 5. · The entries in the co·luron headed "Efficiency 
quotient" are the results of interest. 
The Largest-quant~ty-first algorithm scheduled Test Order 
Set No. 2 with an efficiency quotient of 0.906. This is the 
lowest entry in the column. The nroduction schedule is for 
a four row·printing press set up. Ceteris paribu~, the Color-
selection algorithm scheduled with an efficiency quotient of 
0.985; which is v-rell above the combined average of. 0.972. 
The mean of the Largest-quantity-first algorithm's efficiency 
quotient is 0.965, the mean of ·the Color-selection algorithm's 
efficiency quotient is 0.979. 
From the twelve test runs, ten times, the Color-selection 
.. • 
algorithm produced schedules with an equal or higher efficiency 
l ,, ,-.... ) .i;• quotient than the Largest-quantity-first algorithm. A naired-
.... 
I 
38 
sample test14 was carried out which showed with 95% probability,. 
a significant difference between the performances. of the two 
_________ .....,... ___________ .. ___ -----------
14 The binomial probability of in 11 trials (there was one 
page 356 of reference~~(2)). 
' ) 
. :'1 having 9 positive! differences-
tie) is 0.0269 (See Table I, 
t.•.' 
'\ 
} 
j 
' ,, 
• ! 
I 
' «; 
•;-. -, 
. ·~ 
" . 
·respective algorithms. This is not surprising, however, it is 
the structure of the algorithms that brings out these results: 
the Largest-quantity-first algorithm converges very fast, in 
fact all assignments to a production schedule are made only 
once, i.e. they are final. The Color-selection algorithm~ 
tries first to avoid color changes il} the individual rows_.--
recall that in this algorithm, orders l1aving the most frequent 
colors are assigned to the same row. Then a packing and an 
exchange of orders takes place and convergence is only.realized 
~ 
after a lengthy search for fitting ..,rders. The price we pay 
for the latter algori thJJ1' s gel1erally better quality decisions 
•f is in computer run time. 
The recorded solution time on a ·GE-225 8K comnuter is as .... 
follows: 
.... 
Computer1 7 Algorithm }J.o. of 0:rder-:set .. _, ·• . . . 
use'd ro .. vs :N:Ci'. run time 
L-Q-F -, 1. to ·6 3 .41 8 ) 
to 6' 7.2 0-S-A 3: l ' :~ 
',, 
~Q-F 4 . 1 ·t .. o: 6 3.3 
0-S-A ' 4 1 t:o 6: 9.0 
".ii· 
L ~ 
17 Solution time in minutes. 
18 The times shovm are the times required to comuile the FORTRAN IV program, generate the solution and~prin'"\ the production schedule. 
:,:i" 
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~-Table 2 
Standard Time for ¥lake Ready ' s9 
~---2 Plates1 0 No Color Change 20 • min. 
2 " 1 II fl 25 II 4 If No II fl 28 rr 
.4 
" 1 ff fl 33 JI 4 fl 2 If u 36 If 6' H No rr fl 38 ff 6 n 1 " " 43 fl Q fl 2 II r.t: 46 " 6 ,., 3 fl ,,- .. , :Ji· 49 " 8 u N·o fl .. .ll 51 fl 
• 8 '' 1 II . fl 54 H 8 .,., 
.2 :fJ u 5·7' fl' · ... 
'' n 
,,.. 
60.: .if 8 _3: H: 
8 ff 4 n. If: 6,2: n 
1 0 ii 
.. No· JI fi, 57 IT 
1 0 rt 1 ·if 1): 6.0 fl 
1 0 ft 2 ,:r :If :62 :fr 
1 0 fl 
·3 II 'U 64, 'fl 
1 0 If .4 .. ::, n 11 ll l.l 66 
1 0 ff 5 tr Ji 6.·8 u 
1 2 If N·:o· lf lf :6·o: n 
1 2 " \ 'l u, JI :p:3. n. ' 
1 2 tt . 2 '' H 6~5 u: 1 2. _If: 
_3: H ll: 6-7· If 
' 
' 1·:2 fr: .4 :fl ·(i' :6.9' If •\ 
··2 1 : ... ll 
.5 ti ·tr 71 :U lf 
-6 '.fl ~,' .r, 73 .ft .1,2 ,. :-.\ 
i . 
9 As per standard$ of the box plants visit~d by the author. Bas.ed on normal crew, i.e. one machine opera tor and one helper. 
10 Two plates are used for each color printed. 
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TEST ORDER SET NO, 1 
ORDERS SORTED TO QUANTITY 
QRDER 1 SIT 1 QUA 95,0M COLORS 
ORDER 7 SET 1 QUA so.OM COLORS 
ORDER 8 SET t OUA 80,0M (;OLORS 
OADER 16 SET 1 QUA 8Q,0M , COLORS 
ORDER 4 SET 1 QUA so.OM COLORS 
ORDER 11 SET 1 QUA 75,0M COLORS 
ORDER 12 SET 1 QUA 15,0M COLO~$ 
ORDER 2 SET 1 QUA 15,0M COLORS 
ORDER 6 SET 1 QUA 65,0M COLORS 
ORDER 9 S&T 1 QUA 55,0M COLORS 
ORDER 13 SET 1 QUA 55,0M COLORS 
ORDER t5 SET 1 QUA -4 D, 0 M COLORS 
ORDER 14 SET 1 QUA Jo,OM COLORS 
........ ..., .. ,_, -
' ' . 
·' 
,,
ORDER 1 o---·-s-e r 1 QU-A--· -3 O, .OM . COLORS 
ORDER 5 SET 1 QUA 3Q,0M COLORS 
ORDER 3 SET 1 QUA 10,0M COLORS 
Table 3 
. . ~ . : . ' 
! <!,; 
I I '
! 
' 
·• 
:......, 
9500 OR 1790 Rf! 
2900 RE 5580 Yti 
3800 PU 7280 8( 
2900 RE 0 . "" 
8700 GR 6 7DO BL 
J 
6700 BL ?2DO fJ t( 
2900 RE 1780 AS 
1700 RE 0 •• I 
1700 RE 2990 Ri 
5500 YE 9580 0~ 
1700 RE 0 " ~ 
' 
1700 RE 6780 IL 
3800 PU 6 780 BL. 
1700 RE 3eeo PU 
3800 PU 5580 YB 
5500 YE 17Do RS 
.".'!· 
\ . 
t,\,,: 
PRODUcT·t·ON SCHEDULE I.ARGEST•QUAN, I TY•' I RST• ALGOR ITMM 
TEST ORDER SST NO, 1 
SET UP HAS Ml 4ROWS 
ASS I G.NME NTS TO ROW 1 
ORDER 1 SET 1 OuANTrTY 
.ORDE~ 2 SET 1 QuANT_iTV ORDER 15 SET i ·auANTiTV ORDER 14 SET 1 QUANTITY 
, f 
95,0M 
15.0M 
40,0M 
30,0M 
.ASSJiNEO QUANTITY ROW i=240,0M . 
. ASSIGNMENTS TO ROW 2 
ORDER 7 SET 1 QUANTjTY a o , ·o M · ORDER 4 SET 1 auANTiTY 80,0M ORDER 13 SET 1 QUANTITY 55,0M ORDER 5 SET 1 auANTtTY 30,0M 
ASSIGNME~TS To ROW 3 
ORDER 8 SET 1 OUANTtTY 80,0M ORDER 11 SET 1 .QUANT i TY 75,0M ORDER 6 SET 1 QUANTITY 65,0M ORDER 3 SET 1 QuANTtTY 10,0M 
( 
. ASSI~NEO QUA~TiTY ROW 3;;230,0M · 
ASSI(iNMENTS To· ROW 4 -
ORDER 16 SET 1 QUANTITY 80,0M ORDER 12 SET 1 OUANT·t TY 75,0M ORDER 9 SET 1 QUANTiTY 55,0M ORDER 10 SET 1 QUANT i TY ·. 30, OM 
. · ... , A S S I ~NE D Q U A N T t T Y· R O W 4 • 2 4 0 • 0 M 
" 
Table 4 
COLORS 9500 OR ,1,0 O COLORS 1700 RE· 0 COLORS 1700 RE 6700 COi.JOAS 3800 PU 6700 
" 
COLORS 2900 RE 5500 CO~ORS 8700 GR 6,oo C0l-0RS 11 o a RE 0 COLORS 3800 PU 5500 
COLORS 3800 PU. 7200 COLORS 6700 Bl 7200 COLORS 1700 RE 2900 C0Ls0RS 5500 YE 1700 
COLORS 2900 RE 0 COLORS 2900 RE 1700 COLORS 5500 YE 9100 COLORS 1700 RE' 3800 
,,._ ... 
RE 
·-BL 
BL .. 
YE 
BL 
•• 
YE 
e·K 
BK 
RE 
,RE 
•• 
RE 
OR 
PU 
• •··•' · • · -~-·- ·-t-:.•·7--•·--•-~•., ,. - ' ·-- _,,_ • .' ' --- · -.·-·· ~-- · ·•• '"(•- •, ···~_::·-~--'"' ··-. • -:~·:·--.-:·••"'."'"''7°"'..,""'""'"'."' ... JJ~,tll'l',w,:!{J"l:i:":/l;t:.~'/~ ,:;~:: :?""_' ;•...,.. ·;'.".,""" C·'\,-,,.·, •·- .;- -;. • ·.n,,- · ··- · • 
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~ " I., ... 
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1. . 
·, . . ~! 
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Table 5 .. · 
Schedu,11ng Rasul.ts - Suboptimizing algorithms with simulated ,dat~ 
Set No. .. Orders 
per set 
1 16 
l 16 
·2 
; . - - . . 
3.: 
3 
:4, 
4. 
.5: 
5: 
'6' 
6 
... 
·;_·: 
).: 
4 
4. 
5 
':5 
'6 
6 
12 
12 
16 
., 1 6 
16 
'16 
16 
16 
1 1 
1 1 
12 
1 ·2 
16 
16 
16 
16 ° 
16 
16 
1 1 
1 1 
No. of 
rows 
3 
·3 
·3·· 
3, 
3 
·-; 
.J. 
3 
·3 
3:: 
3 
3 
·3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4. 
4 
4 
4· 
4 
4 
4 
4· 
.. 
Algorithm Cost of Cost of 
used ideals. actuals. 
L-Q-F15 5782 5799 
C-S-A 16 
L-Q-F 
0-S-A -
L-Q-F 
0-S-A 
L-Q-F 
C-S~A 
L-Q-F 
C-S-A 
L-Q-F 
C-S-A 
L-Q-F 
C-S-A 
L-Q-:F 
C-S-A 
L-Q-F 
C-S-A. 
L-Q-F 
C-S-A 
L-Q-F 
0-S-A 
L-Q-], 
C-S-A 
.____ 
5807 
4220 
4231 
5~364 
, '• 
53·6·4 
5030 
5029 
4869 
4868' 
:330:2 
3:295 
5686 
5688 
4330 
4330 
5277 
5277 
4922 
4940 
4796 
4796 1 
3233 / 
3244/ 
I 
5991 
4612 
4456 
5531 
5364 
5101 
5029 
5022 
4.932 
3382 
3449 
58·1 1 
5813 
4788 
4391 
5370 
I 
I 
5364 
I 
p002 
I 
I - • .. / 5020 
. 4896 
4896 
3439 
3337 
15,Largest-quantity-first algorithm 
16 Color-selection algorithm 
,. ---- ·-··--·.--·•- ···-·-."-····-·.···~.~ ..... 
.. ' 
.. 
.. 
Efficiency 
quotient 
0.996 
0.973 
0.915 
0.950. 
0.970 
1.000 
0 •. 984 
1.000 
0.970 
0.988 
0.977 
0.'955 
0.975 
0.976 
0.906 
0.985 
0.980 
0.983 
0.981 
0.985 
0.980 
-., 
0.980 
0.940 
0.975 
' ·, 
.. 
·~···-·~ ;..... . ..,._. . . ............. ~.·-···-· ··~ -
. -, 
.. -.. 
. ·· . .,.· 
~, '-~ ·r· 
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,. ( I Chapter V 
..... _ .. ,, ., 
., CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
\ ,. 
The subject of this study has concerned decision pro-
cedures for use in the lower echolon of the scheduling 
problem hierarchy. The investigation was confined to a 
single-machine scheduling problem, i.e. the assignment .of 
orders to a printing press. It has been demonstrated that 
this problem by itself can be a large scale decision pro-
blem; standard linear programming or exhaustifve search 
routines are not practical as methods of solution. Recourse 
has therefore been made to suboptimizing algorithms • .,. 
. 44 . 
.• .. 
Some test runs have been performed using these algorithms 
·with s·imulated data. The resulting production schedules had 
efficiency quotients,. as defined in this study, of about 
0.90 to 1 .oo, witl1 an average of 0.972. The general conclusion 
can be drawn that feasible comput~r procedures have been de-
veloped for aDplicatio~ to productionyscheduling. The Larges~-
quanti ty-first algorithm. scheduled 1ri th an average coefficient 
quotient of 0.965, the Color-selection algorithm with an 
average coefficient quotient of 0.979. This difference is 
statistically significant at the 95% level. 19 ••. ,, .. , .. , 
a 
Al thot1gh all discussions in this study have been confined 
to the scheduling of box container printing presses, the 
-----·---------·-----..,•-• •-x•--r---..,...........,.. -.......... --... ~----.·· I:,.._....._. . ..,._..~ . .....,- 8 wa a 
19 Paired-sample test, see· page 38. for explanation. 
-'' - .• I • -. - ' 
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approaches ta.ke·n are fairly general. Applications might be } • 
,-...,found in the production of at least some of the following 
items (5, 9): 
: .... 
1. cellophane, 
.·.'.: 
.
1 2. photograpl1ic film, 
3. plate glass, 
4. plastics, 
•• 
5. production of sheet metal, 
6. textiles. 
s.ugge13tion f.or further, .Ftud_z 
The author has studied the actual practice of printing 
press scheduling to gain an understanding of the teclmological 
and economic nature of the problem. The motivation was then~ 
; 
to start with an onen- mind in devising.a different approach 
~ the problem, essentially independent of current practice. 
All of the models presented in this paper are static in 
the sense that the group of orders to be scheduled ~s taken 
as fixed, which means that its requiremeµts must be filled 
exactly. It has been pointed out that actual scheduling in a 
paper box tacto~y,cliff~rs significantly from these co:q.ditions. 
r 
.One earlier quoted reference (5) reports that sqme manage-
/' 
" ment in the paper malcing and pa:per converting industry have 
.. successf_ully adopted a very.flexible ordering policy in 
agreement with its customers. For example, 
"'""• 
1. ordered quantities can· be largely 
over or under shipped, 
/ 
.-
•·• c.; 
·, ' 
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2. customers store goods s~pplied 
early or the paper box.plant 
stores goods manuf'actured to 
early. 'ti, 
This paper stresses that over or under supply, as well 
... 
as keeping manufactured goods in inventory, should be care-
fully scrutinized and use of this remedies should be made 
only_: if production schedules can.be obtained which are really 
close to an optimal produCtion schedule. The first suggestion 
then is: 
1. Can the models presented here be 
modified to in.corporate the more 
dynamic aspects of actual 
scheduling? 
This question is posed as a basis for further research. 
It is also hoped that a basic framework of scheduling 
algorithms presented in this study will stimulate research 
~ ~ 
into the applications of these approaches, especially to 
adapt -these models to actual operating conditions in some of 
the previously enumerated possible areas of applications. 
2. It would be of interest to test. 
the presented algorithms emp~rtcally 
with simulated data. The random 
numbers dra-wn from different distri-
butions instead of the used Uniform 
distribution. 
The second suggestion could lead to conclusive results 
,. ,~egarding the performanc_e of'_ the algorithms confronted with 
ditferent.data, e.g. it is conceivabl~ that for different 
distributions the performance, of the presented algorithms is . 
quite different. 
. .. 
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~· ., .. APPENDIX A 
This glossary contains definitions or explanations··of 
some of the more frequently used and less familiar terms 
~· 
employed by the container industry men. 
stream 
. ' 
row 
compatibility 
color-
compatibility 
run out 
,.• 
efficiency 
scrap paper 
- 'I J'y' 
shortest run 
The vrid th 
divided, 
stream. 
distinct 
.. 
of a printing press is sub-
the divisions being called a In each stream up to three 
colors can be nrinted • 
A stream might be partitioned in one 
or two rows, depending on the size of 
the. box-container to be printed. 
. ' Only certain combinations of cardboxes having different sizes and/or designs . 
are feasible, meaning that they can be processed simultaneously (assigned to different streams in a production 
schedule). 
If a stream is comprised of more than. 
one row, colors of the orders assigned to it must be compatible, meaning that the sum of distinct colors across a 
stream must not be bigger ·than three. 
The procedure of printing in less than 
the full number of ro1rvs is called a run 
out (paper is fed across the full width 
of t~e machine, but a fraction of this printing takes place). 
' The term refers to the utilization of 
the machine-width in operation. 
Paper board of discrete width fed into· the machine, but is only partly printed (run out) constitutes wastage (if in 
only two of three rows printing is done, 1/3 of the fed-in-cardboard is scrap paper). · 
· . · ,. .i. 
The smallest sum-quantity in a row of 
a product·~on schedule. 
'( 
'r 
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' J 
longest run 
make ready 
.•_'; ·: 
'~-
-~ 
,,,,,.,.,,,,, 
r' 
.. 
The largest sum-quantity in a row of a 
production schedule. 
Time and action taken to make plate 
changes and color changes and do the 
n·ecessary adjustments when the machine 
is at a standstill. 
,. 
. .. 
•1; 
.-J . 
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APPENDIX B 
QomputeF lis tip.gs, o~ th.e· ;L,a;rges ~-g\la.p. ti ty-first algor.i thm. 
The appendix· @ives the compute.r listings of th~ programmed 
algorithm. The listings are well documented with comment 
statements which will aid in the understanding of the pr·ogram 
flow. 
~· 
-.. 
. ,e/ 
.... ~•· . 
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F'ORT~AN 
iJOB 
$FORTRAN 
C 
C 
..... 
IV, CD225H6.004, 
NOLIST,NOCARDS 
JAN 1967 
C 
C 
C LARGEST-QUANTITY •t!RST ALGORITHM 
C 
, . 
.'"·· 
COMMON JCON[17,JJ,QUA[18],JCOL[11,2l,JK0Lt17,21 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
650 
~OMMON JASS[5,18l,L,!ROW,SQUAC5J,LISQ2(18J,NC 
READ 650J)NSAM 
VORMAT {I2] 
DO 550 lJK:1,NS4M 
READ 650,N 
K2=N 
READ 650,NC 
ZERO OUT QUA(N+1J 
QUA[N+1J:0,0 
READ DATACARO 
SORTED TO QUANTITY 
·o· 
DO 030 I=l,K2 -
·-
.. , 
R E A D O 1 0 , [ J C O N t I , J l , J 11 1 , 3 1 ,' (YU A ( I . J -~ J C O L [ I , 1 1 , J K O L f I , 1 ! , 
1JCOL[ I,~J ,JKOL[ l,2J 
010 FORMAT [3A3P~6.0~J4,A2,I4,A2] 
030 CONTINUE 
DO 075 I=l,K2 
LISCa12CIJ=l 
075 CONTINUE 
PRINT 005, IJK , 
005 FORMAT C1H1,////, 8X,18HTEST ORDER SET NO,,I2,////J. 
PRINT 125 
125 FORMAT C1HOo7X,25HORDERS SORTED TO QUANTJTY,//] 
DO 031 J·J=1oK2 
I=L1SQ2[JJl 
. 
}. 
PRINT 015,[JCONCI,Jl,J~1i31,IJKiQUA[ll,JCOL[l,1l,J~OL[t,1J, 
1 JC O L [ I , 2 J P"J < 0 L C I , 2 l 
.. 
0 15 F O R M A T [ 1 H O D 7 X ' 3 A 3 , 3 "M s E T ' l 28, 3 X ' 3 HQ u A , X ' F' 5 • 1 ' 1 H M , 3 X ' 6 H CO L OR s I 
12X,l4~X,A2,3X,I4,X,A2] 
C 
C 
C 
C 
,\ 
C. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
031 CONTINUE 
L:1 
, .. 
THE FIRST NC ASSIGNMENTS ~RE MADE rROM ~lSQ LISTS 
WITHOUT CAL~ING ON SUBROUTINE MJQUA ~ • I ' 
I/ 
NC :: NUMBER OF 110 W S RE A"D· I N AS· PAR AME TE R 
l 
" , . 
DO 100 J=l,NC 
JASSCJ,LJ~L1SQ2[JJ 
100 CONTINUE 
JA = NC 
150 CALL MJQUA 
,t 
.. 
-----.... 
"'!'io• •. ; 
• ,_ ', •• , ••.. ,_ •. ,, .;·<,:t'•.- .,.,-.. '•, ~ •, ....... ·-~/,;.:l 1;,.c,..;.' ;:· •... ,; ,·.: .. ' ,.·: ,.-:; :,,. ···~·,... , ............. ~ "• 
' . 
.! 
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11 
i 
I 
I 
. }';- . . . . . 
..ift.:,..-.. I \j . ; 
"'·? 
1f'·"'~. 
~i / 
l;il ?. 
'-
~~-........ 
:{ 'i 
( ; 
\. 
,. 
,a-,~,,.,,,-.'·-,-. ,,-,., ............. . 
C INREASE L BY ON6 
L=L+l 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
.C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
120 
DO 120 J:r:1,NC 
ZERO OUT ALL L•ASS!GNMENTS 
JASS(J,L.];N+1 
CONTINUE 
JA=JA+1 
IROW _FROM SUBRour·1NE M!QUA 
IROW IS SMAlLEST ROW, 
ASSIGN NOW TO I~OW 
J A S S C I R O W , L .J = L I S Q 2 t J A l 
IF[JA~K2ll50,200,200 
·:'""' 
DEBUG 
.• 
DEBUG 
ROUTINE TERMINATES Jr ALL ORDERS OF LIQUA ARE ASSIGNEn 
BACK TO MAIN PROGRAM 
200 PRINT 085,IJK 
085 FORMAT[1H1, 8X,19HPR0DUCTJON SCHEOUL!,2X, 
132HLARGEST~QUANTITYPFJRST~ALGORITHM,2X,///, 
,9X, 18HTESi ORDER SET NO.,IZ,/J 
PRINT 999oNC 
999 FORMAT C8Ko14H SET UP MAS M•,I2,4HR0WS,//J 
DO 095 K~lpNC 
SQUA(KlQOoO 
PRINT 077,K 
077 FORMAT[lHO, 8X,18MASSJGNMENTS TO ROW,12,/J 
DO 060 M=l,1.. 
I:JASS(KpM] 
IF CCN~1JQIJ 060,060,196 
196 PRINT 020,CJCON[I~Jl,J•1,3J,IJK,QUA[fl,JCOL(t,1J,JKOLrI,1], 
1JCOLCI,2],J<OL[iD2l 
-
" 
020 FORMAT l 9Xn3~3o3HSET,I2,lX,8~QUANfITY,X,r5,1,1HM,!X,6MCOLOAS, 
11X,!4oX,A2,3X,I4,XoA2] 
SQUA[KJ:SQUAfKJ•QUAtlJ 
0(60 CONTINUE 
PRINT 025,K,SQU4[KJ 
0 2 5 F·O R fv1 A T [ I I I , 8 )( , 2 2 M A S S I G N ! D Q U A N T I T Y .. A O W , I 2 , 1 H 1 , r !J • 1 , l MM , I I J 
-095 .,.CONT I NUE 
550 CONTINUfi; 
CALL EXIT 
ENO 
. \. 
·11. 
.. ····------·~·--· .. -..... , ... -·-----··--·-- ....... -... ,_ ... , .. ···-··· ·--~ . 
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SFORTRAN 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE Mf·au• 
COMMON JCON(17,3J,QUA(182.JC0Lf11,2l,JK0Lt17,2J 
COMMON JASSC5,18J,L,IROW,SQU•c5J,LISn2c18J,NC 
SUBROUT 1. NE SELC TS Sti4ALLESt ACCUMULATED. QUANT 1··ry 
IN ANY OF THE NC ROWS .. 
DO 100 l=l,NC 
SQUA [ I ls O o 0 
--------1-0-D--C--ON-T l NUG .. • ."'.'~ 
C 
C 
C 
• 
·Do 200 t~f;l,L. 
DO 200 J~l,NC 
KO•JASSlJoK) 
SQUACJJ$.§QUAtJl • QUA[KOJ 
200 CONTINU~ 
8IG~99999ij9 ~ 
DO 110 J=1,NC ,,.,--
IfC8IG rn SQUA(JJ 1110,110,120-
120 IROW == J 
BIG = SQUA CJJ 
110 CONTINUE 
SMALLEST ROW QU~NT!TV CALLED IROW WILL 8E TRANS,ERRID 
RETURN 
END 
• 
, _ _,,,,;, 
- - ·:····-- -
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UPE1TDIX 0 
Qopipute;r 11-.§.~ip.gs. o~. th~_ .. _Q,9];0_!'-selection algori thtll.· 
The appendix gives the computer listings of the programmed 
. . 
algorithm. The listings are 1·rell do cum.en ted with comment 
statements 1'rhich 11111 aid in the understanding of the 
• 
program flow. / 
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FORTRAN 
$JOB 
$F.QRTRAN 
C 
C 
C 
C 
·; ·c 
C 
IV, CD225H6.-004, 
NOLIST,NOCARns 
JAN -1967 
N,L,K2,I~A,LAUS,IRow,rJK,JUMP~Nc . 
.. .. 
, , I 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
MFC[5,101,NMFC[5J,JASS[6,19J,SQUAt6],SUR[6] 
JC0L[18.2J,LJSQ2[1B1,LIC0f18J~LIS0[18l,JCL[18;21,JAC18J 
JCON[t8;3] DQUA[19J ,JKOL(18,2l 
SMAL,8IGoSWJTCH 
·c· 
·c 
C 
:C 
C 
C 
C 
·c 
:c 
:c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
·.G 
C 
C 
. , 
.. C. 
C 
100 
200 
~ 
THERE WILL se·srt SETS or ORDERS 
DO 600 LMN:1,6 
JOUM=LMN 
r.1AIN PRO~RAM CALLS O'N 
OI~FERENT SUBROUTINES TO 
PERFORM ALL TASKS NECESSARY 
CALL 0R1JIN 
SWITCH=O.O 
JUMP=O 
·CALL PPRIN 
CALL. COSEL 
CALL SUQUA 
CALL ROQUA 
CALL QLJARO 
CALL SUQUA 
" 
·\> \ . 
.. 'V-..:.: 
. IF[JUMPJ300,J00•400 
.3· O 0. C A L L P A C K 
C f 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
GO TO 200 
40 0 CA LL E x'CHA 
lr[SWITCHJ200,200,;oo 
500 CALL PRINT 
600 CONTINUE 
700 CALL ExI·T 
END 
.; 
" 
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SFORT~AN 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c .. 
c· 
b 
C 
C 
C 
.c, 
C .. ·. . . 
C 
SUBROUTINE ORDI~ .•·. 
SUBROUTINE READS ORDERS OF 
ONE TEST SET 
COMMON,-N,L,K2,I~A,LAUS,IROW,IJK,JUMP,NC COMMON MFC[5s10l,NMFC[5],JASSC6,19],SQUA[6],SUR[6] . C O M M O N J C O L [ 1 8 , 2 l , L I S Q 2 ( l. 8 J ~ L I C O f 18 l , L I S O [ 1 8 l , J C L [ 1 8 ·; 2 J , J A [ 18 J COMMON JCON{18,3] 0 QUA[19],JK0L[18,2J COMMON SMAL,BIG,SWITCH 
· 
N EQUALS NU~BER or ORDERS PER SET 
READ 650,N 
650 FORMAT (121 
NC EQUALS NJMBE~ Or Rows tN 
PRINTING PRESS SET UP 
READ, 650, NC 
C IJK EQUALS ~UMBER OF TEST SET C 
'J 
READ 650, I J;( 
DO. 03U 1:1.,N 
READ O 10, [ JCON r I, J l, J:11, 3 l, QUA t I J, JCO~ [I, 1 l, JKOL f I, 1, • tJCOLnC I ,2J ,JKOL t I ,21 
010 FORMAT [3A3,F6.0,I4,A2)I4,A2] 
. 030 CONT I NUE 
QUA[N+11:U,O 
L:N 
K2=N 
RETURN 
END 
.I 
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IF"ORTRAN 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
. SUBR~UTINE PPRI~ 
SUBROUTIN~ PRINTS OUT ALL 
ORDERS IN TEST SET 
ORDERS ARE IN R4ND0M SEQUENCE 
' COMMON N,L,K2,IMA.LAUS,IROW,IJK,JUMP,NC 
.-. 
COMMON MrCt5,10laNMFC[5],JAS5[6,19],SQUA[6],SURt6J 
·" . 
·-
COMMON JC0L[18,2JsLISQ2f18]nLIC0[18l,LIS0[18),JCL[18~2l•JA[18) COMMON JCON[18o3J.QUA[19},JKOL(18,2l 
CO~MON SMALsBIG,SWITCH 
PRINT 005oIJK 
005 FORMAT (1Hio////, 8X,18HTEST ORDER SET N0,,12,////J ll, DO 031 1=1D~ 
. 
PRINT 015, [JCON(I,J],J=1,J],IJK,CUA[J),JCOL[J,1],JKOLrr,1J, 1JCOL[l,2JiJKOL[I,2) v 
·015 FORMAT [1HO, 7X,3A3,3HSET,I2,3X,JHQUA,X•F5,1,1HM,3X,6MC0LORS, 12x,I4PX,A2,3X,I4,x,A2l 
031 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END \;~~ 
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SFORTRAN 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C r 
C 
.c 
SUBROUTINE COSEL. 
r" SUBROUTINE SELECTS ORDERS WIT~ 
MOST FREQUE~T COLORS 
ii.;.... ' 
, .. 
.... ;'· .- '~ 
r ~ 
COMMON N,L,<2,IMA,LAUS,IROW,IJK,JUMPiNC 
COMMON MFC[5,10l,NMFC[5l,JASSC6,19],SQUA[6J,SUR[6J 
COMMON JC0L(18,21PLISQ2[18lsLIC0f18l,LIS0(18J,JCL[18~2l•JAC18] 
COMMON JCON[18,3]pQUA[19l,JKOLt18,2l 
COMMON SMAL,BIG,SWITCH 
DO 055 1I=1,K2 
LJSQ2Ci1J=I1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
055 CONTINUE 
DEBUG 
ZERO OUT LI CO 
LICO STORES INDICES or COLORS (FIRST INDEX OF BOTH COLORS] 
DO 110 11=1,9 
LICO[IIJ=O 
110 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C. 
c· ...... . 
c .. 
C 
RU N TH R OU G H A L t S T l-J'I TM A P A R T I CUL A R CON TA I NE R C • PA C I T Y 
DIVIDE COLOR NU~BER By THOU~AND AFTER CONVERSION 
TO FLOATING POI~T MODE 
THE SECOND AND THIRD DIGIT OF THE 
COLOR NUMBER WI~L BE TRUNCATED 
DO 100 I1=1,K2 
I=LlSQ2CI1l 
DO 100 JJ·=1,2 
XJCO=JCOL[t,JJJ 
1···. 
-· ... r 
.'lf_ NO COLOR IS SPECIFIED GO TO NEXT ITEM IN THE LIS' 
57 
~. 
. lJ;'lXJCOJ 100,100,120 - ---· ____ , ----------- -~-·· ~--- . - ·------·-·-
" 
C 
C 
c· 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
120 JCQ;XJC0/1000.0 
LIC0[JCOJ=LICOrJCOJ•1 
10 0. CONT I NUI: 
.. ·~ 
LIST *•LICO•• STORES FIRST DIGIT or COLOR NUMBER 
NC EQUALS NJMBE~ Of Rows IN wHICM 
~ . ASSIGNMENTS NEED TO,; BE MADE 
NC READ IN AS PARAMETER 
WE ARE INTERESTED IN TME 
. ' 
4 
..,. ~ . . 
( 
,. ,.~ ' . . 
~-- --- -, _- - .-.-~.- ••. ·-=-----=- .. 
·~· 
" 
... 
r;:. ~ -
l,'f:~,,.. 
} 
·si,1,··,;1,' 
;.r:> 
~ 'I ·• 
if \ \. } 
{ 
( I 
i ) 
- --- -
C 
C', (NC•1l=NCC r-10ST rRECUSNT COLORS 
C 
C D6 LOOP SELECTS THE LARGEST ••LICO*~ 
C 
.NCC=NC·l 
DO 30.0 1I=1,NCC 
JSM·A = -5 
DO 250 1=1,9 
Ir [ JS MA .. L IC D [ 'I J J 2 O O , 250,250 
200 JCO=I 
.. 
C C - INDEX Of CURRENTLY MOST ·rREQUENT ••LCO LIST•• WILL ee PRESERVED 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
~ JSMA=LICO[Il 
250 CONTINUE 
ZERO OUT THE LARGEST SELECTED ••LICO•• 
300 
START A NEW LIST 
LJCOCJCOJ=O 
LJSO[IIJ=JCO 
CONTINUE 
.. 
C DO LOOP SELECTS THE ~ARGE5ST ••LICO*• C SET COLOR NJMBE~S EQUAL A DUMMY 
C 
C THIS ALLOWS TO ZERO our ASSIGNED COLORS 
DO 350 JJ=1,K2 
c· 
C 
C 
C 
C C ,, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
1I=LISQ2[JJJ 
JCL[Il,lJ=JCOLtII,1] 
JCL[I1,2J=JCOLCII,2J 
350 CONTINUE 
- DO LOOP COMPARES MOST ~REQUENT 
COLORS OF ••LIS0•• 
WITH STORED COLOR NUMBER 
Ir REAL COLOR NUMBER IN TME ~~' 
ONE THOUSAND RANGE AGREES WITH MOST 
C FREQUENT COlOR IN ••LJSO~* ASSIGNMENT CAN BE MADE C ..... 
C 
c· 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
~ C 
···-----··-··--·-· C 
DO 097 JJ=1,NCC 
NMFCCJJJ:Q 
097iCONTINUE 
DO 500 .;1;1,~CC 
MULTIPLY LIST t0DE 
\ 
' NMFC( { J RECORDS NU~BER or 
; 
I. 
THE MOST FREQUENT COLORS 
111=0 
JES= LIS0lIJ•1000 
DO 500 KK=1,K2 
/ 
... ~-
. / 
\ 
(.. 
·-- ., 
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· . ..._ . 
{'",. 
'l r· 
~ . 
{ 
4 -
( ,i 
··~-
4 __ ,,.. •.· .. 
~, -r 
·~ 
.. -t:r'"f." ... 
,.\ 
.. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
.,.. 
I I=L1SQ2[KKJ 
DO 500 JJ=1,2 
IF[JCLt!I,JJJJ500,500,550 
550 ·1,=-cJES-JCLCll,JJll 400,45Q,500. 
400 IF'[ [JE:S+1UOO Jc:oJCLr I I,JJ] J500,500,458 
MF"C. IS LIST OF ~OST FREQUENT. COLORS 
\ •. 
FIRST SUBSCRIPT roR COLOR, SECOND COUNTS ORDERS OF PART, COLOR 
450 III•III+l •• 
501 
500 
NMFC[lJ=IlI 
MF'C[Jp I 1Il=.I I 
LJSQ2[KKJ=N+1 
DO 501 JJ::1.,2 
JCL (II!} JJJ :0 
CONTINUt 
CONTJNUt: 
DO LOOP srs ALL POSSIBLE ASSIGNMENT~ To N•1 
QUA[N+1J IS SET TO ZERO 
SUBROUTIN~ ASSIGNS TO THE LAST ••NC•• ROW ALL ORDERS LEFT 
DO 217 M=l,~C 
DO 217 J=l,i<2 
JASS[M,J]=N+1 
217 CONTINUE 
• 
C DO LOOP ASSIGNS TO NCC Rows THE ORDERS 
C 
DO 2l.8 J:1, NCC 
KI=NMFCCJJ 
DO 218 M=l,-< ! 
JASS[J,MJ;M~C[J,MJ 
218 CONTINUE 
.LK= 0 
DO 367 KK=1,K2 
1I=LISQ2[KKJ , 
IF' CI1-CN+1Jl975,367,367 
975 I=JCL[I!,1] ~ 
IF" C l J 3 6 7, 3 6 8_, 3 6 6 
-- 3 6 8 I : J C L C I I , 2 l 
IF'CIJ 367,367,366 
366 LK=LK+l ~ 
J A S S [ NC·, L K l : L I SQ 2 r K K l 
367 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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iFORTRAN 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
\)' SUBROUTINE PRINT 
SUBROUTINE PRINTS FINAL PRODUCTION SCMEDULE · WITH PROPER MEAOINGS 
COMMON N,L~K2,JMA,LAUS,IRQW,IJK,JUMP,NC COMMON MFC(5,10l,NM~C[5l,JASS[6,19J,SQUA[6],SURl6J 
·COMMON JC0L[18p2JDLJSQ2[18],LIC0J18l,LJS0(18l,JCLr1a~21,JA[18] COMMON JCON[10,3J 9 QUA[19l,JK0Lt18,2l. COMMON SMAL,BIGiSWITCH 200 PRINT 085PIJK 
08~ ~ORMAT[1H1, 8X,19HPROOUCTJON SCHEDULE,2X, 125HCOLOR=SE~ECTION~ALGORITHM,2X,///, 29X, 18HTEST ORDER SFT N0.,12~/] PRINT 999"NC 
9 9 9 -F O R MA T { 8 X , 1 4 H S E T . U P M A S _ M : , I 2 , 4 H R O W S , / / l DO 095 t\=1,\JC 
S Q u A t K J = O , 0 ·, 
PRINT 0/7,K ~ 
0 7 7 F O R M A T £ 1 H O , 8 X ,· 1 8 HA S S I G N M E N T S T O R O W , I 2 , / l DO 060 M:1, \t 
I:JASS[K,MJ 
IF" {[N+ll~tJ 06(),060,196 
.. 
,.~ ... : 
··,. . ~ 
19 6 PR 1 N r o 2 o, r Jc o N [ 1 , .J 1 , J = 1, 3 1 , 1 J K, au A c r l , Jc o L [ 1 , 11 , J Ko L t 1 _, 11 , 1JCOLll,2J,JKOL[I,2l 
. 
I '·60 
.~
 
.. ~ 
020 FORMAT C 9X,343,3HSET,I2,JX,8MCUANTITY,X,f5,1,1HM,3X.6~coLORS, 11X,l4,X,A2,3X,I4PX,A2] SQUA{K]=S0UA[KJ~QUA[l] 060' CQNTINUt: 
PRINT 025,K,SQU4[Kl 
025 FORMAT[///,8X,22M ASSIGNED QUANTITY ROW,l2,1M=,F~.1,lHM•l/l 095 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
:r..,· 
• . 
. 'l,"• :: 
·.· J ~.:' 
·:..:.:.; 
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J , .. _j 1-11 
l~.I .. ::J _i ·, 
~I,, 
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' ,,~T~ 
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.J ; 
~-··· 
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J ' 
( 
{ ' I 
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f ) 
-~ I 
0 . i . 
\ 
sroRT~AN 
C 
C 
C 
C 
·C 
C 
C 
·c· 
,f 
010 
. ,, 
SUBROUTINE SUQUA 
' ) 
SUBROUTINE COMPUTES AGGRAVATED SUM ,suRrJ l IN !ACM ROW 
COMMON N,L,K2,IMA,LAUS,IROW,IJK,JUMP~NC 
co~MON MFC[5,10),NMfC[5]1~ASS[6,19],SQUA[6],SUR[6J COMMON JCOL C 18 » 2 JD LI SQ2 ( 18 l, LI co f 18 l, LI so C 181, JCL ( 18 ;· 21., JA [ 18 l COMMON JCON[18,3lo0UA[19],JKOL[18,2J COMMON SMAL,BIG,SWITCH 
SUR l J WILL BE STORED IN COMMON 
' 
DO 010 J=l,NC 
Si)RCJJ::0,,0 
DO O:tO K=l,L 
I:JASSfJ,K) 
SUR[Jl=SUR[J,+QUAC!l 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
.0 
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~ 
\LI 
., 
/ 
if"ORT~AN \. •."llti, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE ~oau·A 
l 
. SUBROUTINE SORTS ALL ROWS ACCORDING TO QUANTITY 
COMMON N,L,<2,I~A,LAUS,IRoW,IJK,JUMP,NC COMMON MFC[5,101,NMFC(5l,JASS[6a19J,SQUA[6],SUR[61 COMMON JC0L[18,2J~LISQ2[1Al,LIC0t18l,LIS0[18J,JCL[t8~2l,JA[181 C O MM O N J C O N [ .t 8 , 3r.~1 ,· Q U A C 1 9 J , J K O L ( 18 , 2 l COMMON SMAL,8IG.SWITCH 
LARGEST QUA\JTJTV JN RQW 1, SMALLEST QUANTITY IN ROW Ne 
.. NCC=NC-1 
• ". lo,." 
DO 140 K:1, NCC 
AQU=SUR[KJ ... 
LL=K,}1 
DO 130 J=LL,NC 
IF[AQU-SURCJ1J120,130,130 120 DO 150 KK~1,L 
JSTO=JASSlJ, KKJ 
JASStJ,KKJ:JASS(K,KKl 
150 CONT I NUE 
AQLJ:SUR(Jl 
P R I N T 1 6 0 , ·A J U , J 
160 FORMAT lF6.1, 12) 
130 CONT I NUE 
. I, 
DO 010 JJ=i,NC 
SUR[JJJ=O,O 
DO 010 KK=t,L 
I :JASS ( JJ, K;(] 
SUR(JJJ=SUR[JJJ•OUA[l] 
010 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
·, 
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6,3 
Sf ORT RAN .. ' r 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE QUARO 
,.... 
SUBROUTlNI: SORTS ALL NC Rows IND!VIDUALL.Y TO QUANTITY 
' ' 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
<,;.·,.• ,-,·. I 
.. 
N,L,K2, JMA,LAUS, IROW,·IJKaJUt ... 1P,Nc 
MFC[5,10l,NMrC[5JnJASS[6o19JoSQUA[6],SUR[6J 
Jc o u 1 a • 2 1 • l r s a 2 r 1 a 1 D L I co e 1 a 1 • L r s o [ 1 a 1 • Jc L r 1 a ,. 2 1 , .J A c 1 a 1 · 
JCON(18p3JpCUA[19J,JKOL[18,2l 
SMAL,8IG,SWITCH 
:~ 
LARGEST QUA~TITY WILL BE IN VJRST POSITION tL=1J, ~EOOND LARGEST ETC, 
DO 140 J:1,\JC 
LL=l 
LIK=L ... 1 
DO 140 K::1,L..JK "' 
M:JASSCJ,KJ 
AQU:.QUA[MJ 
LL=LL+t 
DO 130 KK=LL,L 
NN=JASS(J,KKJ 
IF[AQU~QUA[NNJ 1120,120,130 
120 AQU:QUA[NNJ 
JSTO=JASS[J.oKJ 
JASS[JpKJ~JASSCJ,KK] 
JASS r JD r,~{ J =Jsro 
130 CONTINUE 
•,. .1 · 
C PRINT 160, AQU,QUA[NNJ 
16U FQRMAT(2F6,1! 
140 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END , ,,,/ 
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, iF"ORTRAN 
,,,, C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
- C 
SUBAOUTINE PACK J~. ; ~ ~-. . . 
I, 
-~ 
SUBROUTINE T~IES TO·PACK ORDERS 
COMMON N,L,,(2, I~A,LAUS, tRo~.J, I.JK,JUMP,Nc 
C OM M ON M F" C [ 5 1 1 0 J , NM F C [ 5-f , J A S S [ 6 , 1 9 J , S Q U A [ 6 ] , S UR [ 6 ·J 
COMMON JC0L[18,2J,LJSQ2[18J,LIC0t18l,LI50(18l,JCL[18;2J,JAC18J 
C O M M O N J C O N [ 18 .o 3 l , Q lJ A C 1 9 l , ,.J K O L [ 1 8 , 2 J 
COMMON SMAL,8IG,SWJTCM 
LOG I C I S 8_ A SE D ON THE FACT , TM A T Al L ORD e ~ S J .N ALL ROWS 
. HAVE BEEN P~EVJ~USLY SORTED, WITHIN ROWS-ANO ALSO SE&. OP ROWS 
LT:L+l 
NK=NC+1 
NKK=NC .. 1 
DO 150. LM•1,NKK 
KL=NK·LM ~-
D. O 1 5 0 l J = 1 , L 
JK=LT .. IJ 
NN=JASSCKL,JKJ 
IrCNN-N+11150,160,160 
160 DO 130 K::1,L 
M:JASS[l,K] 
IFCM~N+lJ 140,130,130 
140 lFCSURtKLJ+CUA[MJ.SUR[1JJ100,130,130 
100 JASStKLoJKJ=JASSr1,KJ 
JASS[1,KJ=N+1 
GO TO 300 
130 CONTINUE ~ 
150 CONTfNUI:: 
JUMP =1 
30Q RETURN 
END 
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S~ORT~AN 
JjJj\\.'V·' ,, 
"'"! .:. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE E)(CH4 
' . 
.-- . 
.,.., ,, 
• SUB ROUT I NE: TR I ES TO EXCHANGE OR,DIERS 
COMMON N,L,r<2, IMA,LAUS, IRoW,,IJK,JUMP,Nc 
COMMON MFC[5,10l,NMrC[5J,JASS[6,19J,SQUA[6J,SUR(6J . 
COMMON JC0Ltt8. 21 .1,, I SQ2[ieJ ,LICO f 18), LJS0[18] ,JCL r1s;21 ,JA [18) 
COMMON JCON[18P31DOUA[19l,JKOL(18,2] 
COMMON SMAL,BIG,SWJTCH 
LOGJC IS BASED ON THE FACT, T~AT ALL ORDERS IN ALL Rews 
HAVE BEEN PREVJbUSLY SORTED, WITMIN ROWS ANO ALSO SEO. OP ROWS 
LT=L+1 
NK::NC+:l 
Nt<K::NC-1 
DO 501 LM=1,NKK 
KL=NKqLM , 
D .0 1 5 0 I J = 1 , L 
JK=LT-IJ 
NN::JASS[Kl.,JKJ 
Ir[NN-N+11160,190,150 
160 DO 130 K=l.~ 
M:-JASS [1, Kl 
,. ... --.· 
IF[M~N+lJ 140,130,130 
140 lF[SURCKLl+QUA[~l-QUA[NNJ.SUR[1ll100,130,1JO 
100 Ir [QUA[MJ~QUA[~N]]130,130,110 
110 JSTO=JASS(1,KJ 0 
JAS5[1pKJ;:JASS[KL,Jt<J 
JASStKL.oJK]:JsTO 
GO TO 300 
130 ·coNTINUE 
150 CONTINUI: 
501 CONTINUE 
· SWITCH=l.O 
300 RETURN 
,· ,,. 
END 
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Department of Industrial En.gineering • 
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